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ExECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 2016 IEA Hydrogen Annual Report contains updates from six tasks.  It also features two special reports 
from the Chairman and Secretariat.  The Secretariat’s report is excerpted from IEA Hydrogen’s inaugural 
report, Global Outlook and Trends for Hydrogen.

MEMBERSHIP

In 2016, the IEA Hydrogen comprised 27 members:  23 Contracting Parties and four Sponsor Members.  
The Contracting Parties consisted of 21 countries, The Commission of the European Union and the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO).   Southern Company, a combined  American electric 
and gas utility with a robust R&D program, became the fourth Sponsor Member.  Southern Company joins 
HySafe, the National Organization of Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology (NOW), and Shell.  Our new 
members are warmly welcomed.

R,D&D PORTFOLIO

During 2016, nine (9) tasks were in some phase of their life cycle.  Seven tasks were active; two (2) were 
closing.  See the list of tasks and their status below.

MAJOR PUBLICATIONS 

A final report was approved for Subtask 3 – Model Concept Development of Task 29 – Distributed and 
Community Hydrogen (DISCO H2).  Dr. Y. John Khalil, Operating Agent for Task 37 – Safety, is planning to 
launch a hydrogen safety journal in the near future.

OUTREACH

IEA Hydrogen participated in a dedicated session at the World Hydrogen Energy Conference (WHEC) 2016 
in Zaragoza, Spain.  Five Operating Agents and the Secretariat participated in this session.  Israel invited 
Secretariat Manager Mary-Rose de Valladares to deliver a presentation at its Fuel Cell Choices Summit. In a 
landmark event, IEA Hydrogen participated for the first time as an observer in a United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Conference of the Parties (COP), as well as the Subsidiary Body 
for Implementation (SBI) and Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA).  COP22 
participation included a side event and exhibit with the Campaign for a Hydrogen Economy, a registered UK 
charity.  See the Climate Change Studio  interview with Ms. de Valladares at http://ieahydrogen.org/News/
IEA-HIA-Presentations/COP-22-Interview-Mary-Rose-de-Valladares-V2.aspx.

TABLE 1:

TASK # NAME STATUS

29 Distributed and Community Hydrogen (DISCO H2) Final report preparation

32 H2 Based Energy Storage Current

33 Local Supply for Energy Applications Completing

34 BioHydrogen for Energy & Environment Current

35 Renewable Hydrogen Current

36 Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) Current

37 Safety Current

38 Power-to-Hydrogen and Hydrogen-to-X Current

39 Hydrogen in Marine Transport Current
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Biannual publication of IEAH2 NEWS, our popular newsletter, continues. Our social 
media feed (Twitter) delivered regular updates on the global hydrogen activities. Follow 
us on twitter at @IEA_Hydrogen.

TRENDS

In 2016, there was notable hydrogen activity around the world. 

Infrastructure development continued. In IEA Hydrogen Member countries alone, there 
were 212 Hydrogen Refueling Stations (early market stations open to the public or to 
fleets) operating in five leading nations (Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, Denmark 
and the U.S. [CA]).  But this is only the beginning of the story.  Not only were there 
advances in the infrastructure meant to serve fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) and 
buses, but there was also progress in many other segments of the transportation 
sector.  These segments included: buses; small commercial vehicles; logistics vehicles 
(for material handling); trains and light rail; and ferries and smaller boats.  Beyond 
transportation, use of hydrogen for power and heat assumed growing importance.  In a 
notable example, the U.K.’s H21 Leeds City Gate Report examined use of hydrogen in 
the gas grid beginning with Leeds, and then extending to the rest of the UK and ultimately 
Europe.  Coincident with the growth in renewable energy, there was burgeoning interest 
in use of electrolysis to produce “power to hydrogen“ for cross-cutting applications. 
Industrial applications, for example iron and steel, also received growing attention.

Clearly, 2016 brought progress to the worldview of hydrogen’s role in integrated energy 
systems. In 2017, IEA Hydrogen aims to enhance that understanding through our task 
and all related activities.
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MEMBERS AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE

Australia Curtin University Craig Buckley

Belgium WaterstofNet and Universite catholique 
de Louvain Adwin Martens, Joris Proost

Denmark Danish Gas Technology Center Jan Jensen

EC DG JRC Inst. for Energy Marc Steen

Finland Aalto University Foundation Mikhail Gasik

France CEA Paul Lucchese

Germany Institut of Energy Research, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH Jürgen-Friedrich Hake

Greece Belenos Clean Power Holding Ltd Elli Varkaraki

HySafe KIT Campus North Thomas Jordan

Israel Ministry of Energy and Water Ayelet Water, Igor Derzy

Italy ENEA-CR Casaccia Angelo Moreno

Japan NEDO Maki Hayasaka, Katsumi Yokomoto

Korea New and Renewable Energy Division Yong Gun Shul, Gavin Yu

Lithuania Lithuanian Energy Institute Rolandas Urbonas

NOW
Nationale Organisation Wasserstoff- 

und Brennstoffzellentechnologie (NOW 
GmbH)

Klaus Bonhoff

New Zealand Unitec Institute of Technology Jonathan Leaver

Norway The Research Council of Norway Trygve U. Riis

Shell Shell Global Solutions BV Charudatta Patil

Spain INTA M. Pilar Argumosa 

Southern Company Southern Company Services, Inc. Noah D. Meeks

Sweden Swedish Energy Agency Bengt Ridell

Switzerland Swiss Federal Office of Energy Stefan Oberholzer

The Netherlands Netherlands Enterprise Agency Evert Everts

UK Department of Energy & Climate 
Change Yehuda Lethbridge

UNIDO TBA TBA

USA Department of Energy Eric Miller
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EXCO CHAIR AND MEETINGS

DR. STEFAN OBERHOLZER (SWITZERLAND) 2014- 2017

73. Sydney, Australia  15-16 October 2015 74. Oslo, Norway, 14-16 February 2016

71. Global Webinar 25,26 November and 2,3 December 2014 72. Petten, The Netherlands 10-12 February 2015

MR. JAN K. JENSEN (DENMARK) 2011-2014

65. Fukuoka, Japan 12-15 October 2011 66. Toronto, Canada 7-9 June 2012

67. Global Webinar 12, 19, 27-28 November 2012 68. Paris, France 13-14 March 2013

69. Aarau, Switzerland 3-5 December 2013 70. Seoul, Korea 11-13 June 2014

MR. ANTONIO G. GARCÍA-CONDE (SPAIN) 2008-2011

59. Athens, Greece 4-6 November 2008 60. San Francisco, CA 27-29 May 2010

61. Seville, Spain 18-20 November 2009 62. Essen, Germany 20-21 May 2010

63. Istanbul, Turkey 10-12 November 2010 64. Copenhagen, Denmark 15-17 June 2011

MR. NICK BECK (CANADA) 2005-2008

53. Singapore 6-7 October 2005 54. Lyon, France 16-18 June 2006

55. Petten, The Netherlands 6-9 November 2006 56. Rapperswil, Switzerland 22-24 May 2007

57. Montecatini, Italy 8-9 November 2007 58. Brisbane, Australia 15-19 June 2008

MR. TRYGVE RIIS (NORWAY) 2002-2005

46. Ottawa, Canada 17-20 March 2002 47. Budapest, Hungary 18-20 September 2002

48. Lithuania 12-14 May 2003 49. Paris, France 6-8 October 2003

50. Vienna, Austria 1-2 April 2004 51. London, England, UK 11-13 October 2004

52. Utsira, Norway 10-12 May 2005   

MR. NEIL ROSSMEISSL (USA) 1995-2002

34. Seville, Spain 21-24 November 1995 35. Diamond Bar, California, USA 8-10 May 1996

36. Amsterdam, The Netherlands 12-15 November 1996 37. Oslo, Norway 3-6 June 1997

38. Kyoto, Japan 11-14 November 1997 39. Montreux, Switzerland 2-5 June 1998

40. Ispra, Italy 27-30 October 1998 41. Stockholm, Sweden 18-21 May 1999

42 Toronto, Ontario, Canada 26-29 October 1999 43. San Ramon, CA, USA 14-17 May 2000

44. Madrid, Spain 24-27 October 2000 45. The Hague, Netherlands 8-11 May 2001

DR. GERHARD SCHRIBER (SWITZERLAND) 1992-1995

28. Paris, France 19 June 1992 29. Washington, DC, USA 29-30 March 1993

30. Rome, Italy 30 November - 1 December 1993 31. Stockholm, Sweden 2-3 June 1994

32. Istanbul, Turkey 17-18 November 1994 33. Ottawa, Canada 4-5 May 1995

DR. W. RALDOW (SWEDEN) 1989-1992

22. Berne, Switzerland 7-8 March 1989 23. Paris, France 14-15 November 1989

24. Rome, Italy 9-10 May 1990 25. Brussels, Belgium 14-15 November 1990

26. Stuttgart, Germany 16 May 1991 27. Tsukuba, Japan 14 November 1991

MR. A.K. STUART (CANADA) 1985-1989

16. Paris, France 14 October 1985 17. Vienna, Austria 23 July 1986

18. Washington, DC, USA 18 November 1986 19. Brussels, Belgium 12 May 1987

20. Paris, France 2 November 1987 21. Ottawa, Canada 16-18 May 1988

DR. J.B. TAYLOR (CANADA) 1982-1985

10. Brussels, Belgium 28 October 1982 11. Lyon, France 24 May 1983

12. Washington, DC, USA 27 October 1983 13. Toronto, Canada 19 July 1984

14. Paris, France 11 October 1984 15. Stockholm, Sweden 30 May 1985

MR. J. P. COTZEN (CEC) 1977-1982

1. Paris, France 8 November 1977 2. Ispra, Italy 31 August - 1 September 1978

3. Upton, NY, USA 5-6 April 1979 4. Paris, France 31 October 1979

5. Montreal, Canada 24-25 April 1980 6. Paris, France 6 November 1980

7. Golden, Colorado, USA 16 June 1981 8. Paris, France 3 November 1981

9. Pasadena, California, USA 18 June 1982   
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CHAIRMEN'S REPORT

STRATEGY

The International Energy Agency Hydrogen Implementing Agreement (IEA HIA) is 
changing its name. In the future, we will be known as IEA Hydrogen or IEA H2 for 
short.  This change was instigated by the IEA in an effort to focus more attention 
on the Technology Collaboration Programmes (TCP) that comprise its Technology 
Collaboration network.  The IEA Hydrogen TCP is proud to be a member of this 
network. 

IEA Hydrogen is a task-shared organization whose members contribute in-kind technical expertise to our 
portfolio of R,D&D tasks.  A single annual Common Fund fee entitles members to participate in any or all 
tasks of their choosing.  While our core business is pre-competitive R,D&D, we also carry out bigger picture 
analysis, as well as activities aimed at building hydrogen awareness, understanding and acceptance.   In 
fact, these are our three thematic areas, around which our 2015-2020 Strategic Plan is structured.

As is our custom in even years, one Executive Committee (ExCo) Meeting was held in June in Zaragoza, 
Spain.  This ExCo Meeting was hosted by INTA, the Spanish Space Agency, and the Government of Aragon.  
The other Executive Committee Meeting was held via Global webinar in four sessions during late November 
and early December. 

Manager Mary-Rose de Valladares prepared the newly configured annual IEA Renewable Energy Working 
Party (REWP) report for review at REWP’s semi-annual 2016 meeting, which was held in October in Beijing, 
China.  This report is distinct from the public IEA Hydrogen Annual Report. 

MEMBERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION

In big news, the People’s Republic of China joined IEA Hydrogen in 2016.  Two institutions, the Dalian 
Institute for Chemical Physics (DICP) of Dalian and the General Research Institute for Nonferrous Metals 
(GRINM) of Beijing, will represent China. From DICP, Dr. Teng He and Professor Ping Chen will serve on 
the Executive Committee; for GRINM Professor Lijun Jiang and Professor Shumao Wang will serve on 
the Executive Committee.   According to the IEA, China accounted for 40% of global renewable capacity 
growth in 2014. In the magnitude of China’s energy needs, her interest in the research and application of 
hydrogen can have a profound impact not only on fostering use of hydrogen and renewable energy, but also 
on mitigating climate change.

As well, the CERT approved the accession of Southern Company as a Sponsor Member as well. “SoCo,” 
a combined American gas and electric utility, is our first utility member and a premier American energy 
company.  Dr. Noah Meeks will represent  SoCo on the Executive Committee.  In addition to its 44,000 
megawatts of generating capacity and 1,500 billion cubic feet of combined natural gas consumption, SoCo 
has robust research capabilities and a keen interest in hydrogen.  

R&D PORTFOLIO STATUS AND PUBLICATIONS

ExCo approval of Task 39 – Hydrogen in Marine Applications, marked the beginning of a new, large and 
important IEA H2 research area.  Altogether, nine (9) tasks were in some stage of their life cycles in 2016.

The final report for Subtask 3 – Model Concept Development of Task 29 - Distributed and Community 
Hydrogen (DISCO H2) was approved and published in 2016.  The report developed and defined three main 
concept models, one for each community type:  rural/island; urban; and industrial/commercial. The report 
was prepared by Dr. Hiroshi Ito of AIST.  Dr. Ito is both the Task 29 Operating Agent and Subtask 3 Leader.  
The final report for Subtask 4 – Replicability and Market Readiness of the Six Case Study Technologies is in 
development.

Stefan OberhOlzer, SwiSS federal Office Of energy and iea hydrOgen chairman, 2014-2017
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OUTREACH

In June, IEA Hydrogen held a dedicated session at the World Hydrogen Energy 
Conference (WHEC) 2016 in Zaragoza, Spain.  Contributing Operating Agents were:  
Dr. Hiroshi Ito (Task 29 – DISCO H2); Dr. Michael Hirscher (Task 32 – H2 Based Energy 
Storage);  Dr. Oystein Ulleberg (Task 33 – Local H2 Supply for Energy Applications); Dr. 
Javier Dufour (Task 36 – Life-cycle) Sustainability Assessment;  Ms. Christine Mansilla 
(Task 38) Power -H2; and H2-to-X).  Manager de Valladares chaired the session and 
delivered the IEA H2 overview.

This year, IEA Hydrogen participated for the first time as an observer in a United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Conference of the Parties 
(COP), as well as the Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI) and Subsidiary Body 
for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA).  The November COP22 took place in 
Marrakech, while the May SBI44 and SBSTA44 events took place in Bonn, Germany.  
Ms. de Valladares participated in both on behalf of IEA H2: see her interview with the 
Climate Change Studio (http://ieahydrogen.org/News/IEA-HIA-Presentations/COP-22-
Interview-Mary-Rose-de-Valladares-V2.aspx).  Our participation was made possible 
by a combination of support from the IEA Climate Change Division, Ms. de Valladares’ 
proactive outreach to UNFCCC, and our partnership with the Campaign for a Hydrogen 
Economy, a registered UK Charity under the direction of Mr. Michael Kaufman. As a 
result of this partnership, we held a hydrogen side event and staged a small exhibit 
at COP.   It is absolutely clear from our experience that awareness about hydrogen at 
COP and the UNFCCC subsidiary bodies is negligible to nil, whereas awareness of 
and support for renewable energy is flourishing.  The latter portends well for UNFCCC 
hydrogen outreach.

Israel also invited Ms. de Valladares to speak at its November Fuel Choices Summit, 
where she delivered a presentation entitled “IEA HIA R&D: Collaboration, Choice and 
Climate Change.”

For more information about all of our activities, please see our biannual newsletters.  
http://ieahydrogen.org/News/Newsletters.aspx.  Follow us on twitter for the latest updates 
on hydrogen and fuel cells at @iea_Hydrogen.

http://ieahydrogen.org/News/Newsletters.aspx
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SECRETARIAT REPORT

In order to build awareness and understanding about the role of hydrogen 
energy among decisionmakers and stakeholders, IEA Hydrogen initiated 
preparation of a report on the global outlook and trends for hydrogen.  The 
report delineates the problem and explains the solution, examining the status 
of the technology and its applications — alongside current trends — in multiple 
sectors of the economy.  The article below is excerpted from the full report, 
which may be found at on the IEA Hydrogen website at www.ieahydrogen.org.

THE PROBLEM: THE ENERGY SYSTEM’S EFFECT ON THE 
ENVIRONMENT

Environmental stress to planet Earth has stimulated a quest for innovation in the energy system on a 
global scale. There is profound interest in fostering a cleaner future for present and future generations, 
evidenced by the 148 nations who ratified the 2015 Paris Climate Accord. These nations agree that 
the remedy for environmental stress requires capping greenhouse gas (carbon) emissions as soon as 
possible, and holding global temperature rise this century to 2°C at a minimum and 1.5°C ideally. 

Hydrogen offers an elegant solution to this environmental crucible. As a highly flexible energy carrier, 
hydrogen can deliver a holistic — clean, integrated and multi sector — systems approach to energy that  
will contribute decisively to solving the environmental problem and securing earth’s energy future. 

THE SOLUTION: WHY HYDROGEN FOR ENERGY 
• Hydrogen is the most abundant and lightest of the elements. It is odorless and nontoxic. It has the highest 

energy content of common fuels by weight -- nearly three times that of gasoline. Hydrogen is not found free 
in nature and must be “extracted” from diverse sources: fossil energy, renewable energy, nuclear energy 
and the electrolysis of water. A separate energy source (electricity, heat or light) is required to “produce” 
(extract or reform) the hydrogen. Today, most hydrogen is made from fossil energy using steam methane 
reforming (SMR) of natural gas, followed by partial oxidation (POX) and autothermal reforming (ATR), 
which combines SMR and POX processes. 

• Like electricity, hydrogen is an “energy carrier.” It can be used in a full range of applications in all sectors of 
the economy: transportation, power, industry, and buildings.

• Hydrogen can be converted to electricity by a fuel cell, an electrochemical device. Unlike batteries, 
fuel cells operate continuously in the presence of hydrogen and oxygen (in ambient air). Fuel cells are 
“scalable” and may be used in very small to very large sizes. The only byproducts of fuel cells are heat and 
water.

• Hydrogen’s relationship to renewables cannot be overemphasized. The 2015 IEA Technology Roadmap for 
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells recognizes that hydrogen with a low-carbon footprint has the potential to facilitate 
significant reductions in energy-related CO2 emissions. Thus, use of renewable feedstocks for hydrogen 
production is very attractive from the environmental perspective. 

• Today, the world is witnessing significant growth in the installed capacity of renewables (primarily wind and 
solar). Onshore wind is the leader, accounting for over one-third of the renewable capacity and generation 
increase. Solar PV follows, accounting for another third of deployment. Hydropower is also growing and 
accounts for one-fifth of new renewable additions, and over a quarter of the growth  in renewable energy 
electricity generation. 

GLOBAL OUTLOOK AND TRENDS FOR HYDROGEN 
mary-rOSe de ValladareS, iea hydrOgen manager and principal Of m.r.S. enterpriSeS, llc
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• As a result of this growth, the electricity grid must sometimes restrict uptake of renewable electricity when 
the grid is full (saturated) in order to balance electricity supply and demand. Consequently, renewable 
electricity production is curtailed. However, use of hydrogen for storage of renewable electricity (converted 
via water electrolysis) would be a game changer. Hydrogen and electricity are in fact complementary energy 
carriers:  hydrogen can be converted to electricity, and electricity can be converted to hydrogen. Hydrogen 
storage would enable increased generation of electricity from intermittent renewable sources, contributing to 
valorization of renewables via electrolysis of excess power that can be stored for later use. 

• Use of hydrogen for energy storage (short term, seasonal, long-term reserve) is sometimes referred to as 
“time shifting with hydrogen.”  Underground storage of hydrogen in salt caverns and depleted oil wells is a 
well-established practice. The IEA HIA Strategic Plan 2015-2020 concludes that “Storage in effect optimizes 
the H2 value chain,” acting as a reserve and enhancing the security of energy supply. 

• Hydrogen reserves can help to buffer the electricity system, enhancing system security. Traditionally, the 
electricity system maintains a reserve of approximately 15-20% as a standard safety buffer to ensure 
smooth functioning. In the future, given increased demand for electricity, the fossil fuel supply alone may not 
provide sufficient buffer, so hydrogen can be used to fill the gap. 

• Hydrogen can also be used for sector coupling by converting excess electricity (power) supply to 
hydrogen for non-power applications in transport, industry and buildings (heat) sectors. Inter-sectoral 
use enhances the integration of the energy system and leverages investment for development of the 
hydrogen infrastructure. Storage and sector coupling can also reduce need for investment in new electricity 
transmission capacity. 

• Hydrogen may be used for decentralized power production in a future energy system that is increasingly 
inclined to consider distributed generation as an option to exclusively centralized power production. “H2 
investment risk is reduced if H2 production takes place in decentralized electrolyzers, especially with low 
cost renewables.”  Since fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) are emission-free at the tailpipe, use of hydrogen 
in the transport sector at a minimum positively impacts urban air quality, whether or not the hydrogen 
feedstock is produced from a renewable source. 

• Hydrogen can be used for difficult to electrify applications or applications that currently use diesel. 
Electrification via the grid or with batteries is not an inherently superior or even viable solution for 
some applications. Heavy duty-transport, non-electrified trains, and maritime transport are examples of 
applications that are battery-challenged. Hydrogen can be used as a substitute for diesel, e.g., to power 
non-electrified trains. Germany alone has some 4,000 diesel powered train cars.

• Hydrogen can replace fossil fuels in the chemical industry. Captured carbon can be combined with hydrogen 
for use as chemical feedstock that contributes to decarbonization in other sectors. 

• The renewable energy business began as a “start-up” in the late 1970’s (with the exception of hydropower, 
which has been used to generate electricity since the last quarter of the 19th century). In contrast, the 
hydrogen energy business is building on the foundation of the global industrial gas business. In January 
2017, 13 leading energy, transport and industry companies teamed up to create the Hydrogen Council and 
position hydrogen as a key solution to the energy transition. With combined revenues of €1.07 trillion and 
1.72 million employees worldwide, Hydrogen Council Members currently plan to invest at least €1.9 Bn/year 
for five years to accelerate commercialization of hydrogen energy. 
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COMPLETED

Task 1 Thermochemical Production 1977-1988

Task 2 High Temperature Reactors 1977-1979

Task 3 Assessment of Potential Future Markets 1977-1980

Task 4 Electrolytic Production 1979-1988

Task 5 Solid Oxide Water Electrolysis 1979-1983

Task 6 Photocatalytic Water Electrolysis 1979-1988

Task 7 Storage, Conversion, and Safety 1983-1992

Task 8 Technical and Economic Assessment of Hydrogen 1986-1990

Task 9 Hydrogen Production 1988-1993

Task 10 Photoproduction of Hydrogen 1995-1998

Task 11 Integrated Systems 1995-1998

Task 12 Metal Hydrides for Hydrogen Storage 1995-2000

Task 13 Design and Optimization 1999-2001

Task 14 Photoelectrolytic Production 1999-2004

Task 15 Photobiological Production 1999-2004

Task 16 Hydrogen from Carbon-Containing Materials 2002-2005

Task 17 Solid and Liquid State Storage 2001-2006

Task 18 Integrated Systems Evaluation 2004-2006

Task 19 Hydrogen Safety 2004-2010

Task 20 Hydrogen From Waterphotolysis 2004-2007

Task 21 BioHydrogen 2005-2009

Task 21 BioInspired Hydrogen 2010-2014

Task 22 Fundamental and Applied Hydrogen Storage Materials Development 2006-2012

Task 23 Small Scale Reformers for OnSite Supply of Hydrogen (SSR for 
Hydrogen) 

2006-2011

Task 24 Wind Energy and Hydrogen Integration 2006-2011

Task 25 High Temperature Hydrogen Production Processes 2007-2011

Task 26 WaterPhotolysis 2008-2011

Task 27 Near-Term Market Routes to Hydrogen by Co-Utilization of Biomass as a 
Renewable Energy Source with Fossil Fuels 

2008-2011

Task 28 Large Scale Hydrogen Delivery Infrastructure 2010-2014

Task 31 Hydrogen Safety 2010-2013

CURRENT

Task 29 Distributed and Community Hydrogen 2010-2014

Task 30 Global Hydrogen Systems Analysis 2010-2014

Task 32 H2 Based Energy Storage 2013-2018

Task 33 Local H2 Supply for Energy Applications 2013-2016

Task 34 Biological Hydrogen for Energy and Environment 2014-2017

Task 35 Renewable Hydrogen Production 2014-2017

Task 36 Life Cyle Sustainability Assessment 2014-2017

Task 37 Hydrogen Safety 2015-2018

Task 38 Power to Hydrogen - Hydrogen to Applications 2015-2019

Task 39  Hydrogen in the Maritime 2016-2019

CURRENT, 
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AND FUTURE 
TASKS
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PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

During the last 10-15 years, hydrogen has gained importance as an energy carrier. Hydrogen storage is 
a crucial step for providing supply of hydrogen fuel to an end user, such as hydrogen used in vehicles 
and portable devices, as well as energy storage in general for stationary applications. Without effective 
storage systems, a hydrogen economy will be difficult to achieve. At present, compressed hydrogen with 
pressure up to 700 bar seems to be the car manufacturer’s choice, but there are still concerns related to 
both safety and cost. Hydrogen storage as liquid hydrogen at 20 K also involves a number of challenges, 
and is not considered for most applications. Hydrogen storage in solid materials or as liquid hydrogen 
carriers constitutes alternatives with the potential to surpass the storage densities of compressed hydrogen. 
In particular, high volumetric density, storage at low pressures closer to ambient conditions and significantly 
improved safety, are important driving forces for further strong research activities on hydrogen storage in 
solid compounds. 

TASK SYNOPSIS
Task 32 addresses hydrogen-based energy storage by developing reversible or regenerative hydrogen storage 
materials. The goals and objectives of Task 32 are:

• Develop reversible or regenerative hydrogen storage materials fulfilling the technical targets for mobile and stationary 
applications. 

• Develop the fundamental and engineering understanding of hydrogen storage materials and systems that have the 
capacity to fulfill target 1. 

• Develop materials and systems for hydrogen-based energy storage including hydrogen storage for use in stationary, 
mobile and portable applications, electrochemical storage, and solar thermal heat storage.

HYDROGEN-BASED ENERGY STORAGE
dr michael hirScher Of max-planck-inStitut für intelligente SyStemS, Operating agent fOr germany
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The 6th Task 32 meeting was held in Sendai, Japan, February 26-27, 2016 and included 
25 participants. The meeting took place directly after the 10th International Symposium 
on Hydrogen & Energy, which was held on February 21-26, 2016, in Zao, Japan. During 

the 15th International Symposium on Metal-Hydrogen Systems MH2016, 
(organized by A. Züttel and M. Hirscher), a Task 32 lunch meeting (see 
above left photo) was organized in Interlaken, Switzerland on August 
8, 2016. The 7th Task 32 meeting was a long meeting (see above right 
photo) held in Berlin, Germany, 11-14 December 2016 and included 30 
participants.

INTRODUCTION TO THE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVEL(S)* 

Task 32 is mainly focusing on new materials with improved properties 
for hydrogen and energy storage. The research performed by Task 32 
Experts is at the forefront of developing novel materials and therefore can 
be classified as TRL 1 to 3. Currently, Task 32 experts are building and 
evaluating bothPprototype hydrogen storage systems and small-scale 
heat storage deviceseas proof of concept, these activities can be rated as 
TRL 4.

TASK FRAMEWORK

Task 32 is almost exclusively working on fundamental or basic research 
of novel materials for applications in hydrogen-based energy storage. At 
each meeting, all experts work together on one task. Occasionally, for 
a half day, the task splits up into working groups to discuss specialized 

TASK 32 MEETING IN SENDAI, JAPAN

Apart from possible transportation vehicular applications, there has been a significant 
increase in worldwide activities focused on hydrogen energy storage. This is likely due 
to the change from fossil to “green” energy sources, such as wind and solar power. For 
these stationary applications, hydrogen storage in solid compounds is a very attractive 
concept. Furthermore, metal hydrides are important constituents in metal hydride 
batteries and also possibly as electrolytes in Li-ion batteries. Another future application 
will utilize the high heat of absorption in some metal hydrides for heat storage in solar-
thermal power plants.
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issues concerning different material classes. Afterwards, the outcome is reported to all 
members, there is a strong overlap between the different working groups and several 
experts are active in more than one group. 

TASK STATUS, RESULTS AND PROGRESS

Results from the first 3-year period have been published in a topical collection of Applied 
Physics A with guest editors Craig Buckley, Ping Chen, Bart van Hassel and Michael 
Hirscher. This topical collection consists of a foreword introducing Task 32 and 21 
scientific papers summarizing the results and giving an outlook. 

KEY MESSAGES

Energy storage is considered one of the most challenging aspects for achieving an 
economy based on renewable energy sources. Hydrogen as an energy carrier will 
play a major role in the development of novel storage materials for both solid-state and 
liquid hydrogen. Furthermore, metal hydrides surpass the energy density of current 
technologies and should be considered for heat storage. 

FUTURE WORK

PLANS

Many Task 32 Experts will attend the upcoming Gordon Research Conference on 
“Hydrogen-Metal Systems” at Stonehill College. Easton, MA, USA, in July 16-21, 2017, 
and will have the opportunity for informal meetings. The next two Task 32 meeting 
are long meetings. The first is scheduled for December 3-6, 2017 at Ringberg Castle, 

TABLE 1: 

GROUP WORKING GROUP GROUP LEADER ACTIVITIES 

1 Porous materials Michael Hirscher
MPI-IS, Germany

New materials
Characterization

Operating conditions

2 Magnesium-based hydrogen and 
energy storage materials

Vlad Yartys
IFE, Norway

New alloys
Characterization

Applications (e.g. hydrogen compressors)

3 Liquid hydrides Bill David
ISIS, UK

New materials
Stability, decomposition

4 Complex hydrides Andreas Züttel
EPFL, Switzerland

New materials
Multi-component systems

Reversibility

5 Catalysis
Ping Chen
Dalian ICP,

China

Characterization
Collaboration with and input for groups 3 and 4

6 Electrochemical storage of energy
Michel Latroche
CNRS ICMPE, 

France

New electrode materials
Ion conductivity

7 Heat storage – concentrated solar 
thermal using metal hydrides

Craig Buckley
Curtin University, 

Australia

High-temperature hydrides
Heat transfer systems

Prototype systems

8 Hydrogen storage systems for 
stationary and mobile applications

Martin Dornheim
HZG, Germany

Storage systems 
Heat conduction and management

Analysis of applications
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Germany, and the second for April 15-18, 2018 in Venice, Italy. An end of task workshop 
will be held at the MH2018 International Symposium on Metal-Hydrogen Systems in 
Guangzhou, China in October 2018, followed by the final task meeting after the MH2018 
n Guangzhou, China.

R&D OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR EVOLUTION AND DEPLOYMENT 
OF YOUR TECHNOLOGY

New materials with improved properties are the key for any application of hydrogen-
based energy storage. In an economy shifting to renewable energy sources, the need of 
efficient and safe storage systems will drastically increase in the near future. Hydrogen 
storage in materials will play a major role and might develop a new industry.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. Michael Hirscher      hirscher@is.mpg.de
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TASK SYNOPSIS
Task 34 involves performing collaborative research into the biological production of hydrogen using dark 
fermentation, photosynthetic microbes and in vitro and bio-inspired systems over a three-year term (http://
ieahydrogen.org/Activities/Task-34-A.aspx). Activities include basic research into biohydrogen production by dark 
fermentation and bioelectrolysis, light-driven biohydrogen production and enzymatic and bio-inspired molecular 
systems. Additionally, applied research is being carried out in the areas of integration of biohydrogen fermentation 
systems and the feasibility of biohydrogen energy systems. 

Progress has been made in evaluating novel microbial interactions among hydrogen producing communities, as 
well as modification of reactor conditions, such as substrates and microbial genomes/enzyme systems to increase 
performance. Modelling of light driven biohydrogen production has also been undertaken. Integration of new 
technologies to create a more capable and flexible production system have been trialled and evaluated. Pilot scale 
feasibility studies for biohydrogen based energy production have also commenced. 

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF HYDROGEN RESEARCH

 

BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN
prOfeSSOr alan guwy, uniVerSity Of SOuth waleS, Operating agent fOr the uk

http://ieahydrogen.org/Activities/Task-34-A.aspx)
http://ieahydrogen.org/Activities/Task-34-A.aspx)
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PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

The purpose of task 34 is to perform collaborative research into biological hydrogen 
production via dark fermentation, photosynthetic microbes and in vitro and bio-inspired 
systems. The principle objectives  to advance the basic and applied science in this 
area of research over the three-year term and to evaluate the economic and societal 
impacts of biohydrogen on both the production of renewable energy and preservation of 
the environment. The task strategy includes holding face to face meetings at least once 
every 12 months and a virtual meeting every 6 months via Skype/telecom. In Oct 2016, 
Task 34 met at the ABBS conference in Jeju Island S. Korea. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS LEVELS

Dark fermentation pilot scale systems 
(TRL7) have been in operation for several 
years and integration of these systems 
with existing full scale anaerobic digestion 
plants is expected within the next 5 years 
(TRL8). Whilst early pilot systems have 
proven to be successful, the feasibility of 
integration at commercial scale is likely 
to depend on continuing work in Subtask 
activity 1.1 (TRL 2-6). Early uptake at 
TRL8 and above of the technology is likely 
to be influenced by the potential benefits 
of increased energy production resulting 
from integration with existing anaerobic 
digestion of waste and agro-industry by-
products. Activities involving light driven 
biohydrogen systems concentrates are 
still in the basic research stages. Although 
some work has been successfully scaled 
up, there remains a strong emphasis on 
fundamental research and activities at TRL 
1-4. 

TASK FRAMEWORK
TABLE 1: 

SUBTASK SUBTASK NAME SUBTASK ACTIVITIES (LIST)

1 Basic research on biohydrogen 
production

1. 1.1 - Biohydrogen production by dark fermentation and bioelectrolysis (Alan 
Guwy, UK and Anita Sellstedt, Sweden)

2. 1.2 - Light-driven Biohydrogen production (Johannes Messinger Sweden and 
Rufiger Schulz Germany)

3. 1.3 - Enzymatic and Bio-inspired molecular systems (Peter Lindblad, Sweden)

2 Applied research on biohydrogen 
production

4. 2.1 - Development and Integration of Biohydrogen Fermentation Systems for 
enhanced Energy Production

5. 2.2 - Feasibility of biohydrogen Energy Systems (Pieternel Claassen, 
Netherlands and Ed van Niel, Sweden)

6. 2.3 - Community Based Biohydrogen Systems for Energy Production and 
Resources (Jun Miyake, Japan)
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TABLE 2: 

SUBTASK STATUS RESULTS AND PROGRESS

Subtask 
1 - Basic 

research on 
biohydrogen 
production

In progress

1. The university of South Wales has evaluated the influence of acetate and butyrate enrichment on 
hydrogen production using bio-electrochemical systems (BES). They demonstrated that manipulation 
of the VFAs used as substrates could significantly increase H2 production.

2. The University of Cambridge and Imperial College London have successfully identified the pyruvate 
reductase of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii involved in the creation of H2. Researchers at the University 
of Cambridge also demonstrated that adding indole at 4mM increased hydrogen production and 
hydrogen yield.

3. Researchers in France investigated the potential of synthetic ecosystem to produce H2 in a 
continuous reactor (Barca et al 2016). Other researchers have identified that hydrogen yields can be 
increased by manipulating micronutrients and nitrogen levels in bioreactors. Chatellard et al. (2016) 
looked at the impact on dark fermentation of seven individual components of the lignocellulosic 
biomass to better apprehend the structural features of biomass on metabolic pathways in mixed 
culture. They reported that hydrogen production was mainly linked to the sugar type (C6 or C5) and 
the degree of polymerisation.

4. Researchers at the University of Florence have published research in several areas relating to H2 
production in Rhodopseudomonas palustris (Muzziotti, Adessi, Faraloni, Torzillo, & De Philippis, 
2016). The results obtained clearly showed that increased light intensity significantly increased H2 
production rate.

Subtask 
2 - Applied 
research on 
biohydrogen 
production

In progress

5. A £24m EU-backed investment and integrated energy research project has been funded in Wales. 
The project (named FLEXIS) is a five-year research programme, supported by £15m of EU funds. 
University of South Wales and Swansea University lead Hydrogen Energy Systems research work 
packages worth £3.8M.

6. Researchers at the University of South Wales have also demonstrated that a novel form of continuous 
electrochemical hydrogen removal can be employed during fermentation to increase hydrogen yields 
and prevent antagonistic, hydrogen consuming microbial processes (Figure 1). This technology 
also produces a pure hydrogen end product could be used with complex lignocellulosic sources of 
biomass.

FIGURE. 1. SCHEMATIC OF HYDROGEN PRODUCING BIOREACTOR INCORPORATING 
CONTINUOUS HYDROGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL. 

7. Researchers at the University of Cambridge have developed a real-time optimisation model for the 
production of hydrogen by cyanobacteria. The model proposes optimisation strategies to increase H2 
production by as much as 28.7%.

8. In France researchers investigated the effect of several operational parameters on H2 production 
from food waste and rice straw as raw substrates. They reported significant increases in reactor 
performances.

9. Two conference presentations were made by Wageningen Food & Biobased Research. The first 
describes the activities of the HyTIME project in which 6 industries, 2 universities and 1 research 
organization have worked together to develop a process for H2 fermentation. This process has 
been scaled up to 225L with a productivity of 109g H2/day. The second presentation was at the 
Asian Biohydrogen and Biogas Symposium and was titled ‘Fermentation for Biobased Products’. It 
concluded that it is a prerequisite to extract all components from biomass during fermentation in order 
to produce a multi-functional `basket’ of products each with commercial value.
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KEY MESSAGES

Advances are being made in many key areas of basic biohydrogen research – these 
include understanding the genetic, enzymatic and ecological underpinnings of microbial 
biohydrogen production.

In several cases these advances in understanding have already been used to increase 
biohydrogen production at laboratory scale and to facilitate new methods of hydrogen 
production.

Research into hydrogen production at pilot scale is attracting significant funding and 
the national level and beyond – this is enabling group to establish the feasibility of 
biohydrogen production at scales which are of more relevance to industry.

Progress is being made on the integration of existing biohydrogen methodologies with 
emerging technologies. This creates scope for improved processes, more flexible usage 
scenarios and compatibility with emerging areas of interest such as the biorefining of 
waste into valuable products.

FUTURE WORK

PLANS

Potential future areas of research for Task 34 are given below.

R&D OPPORTUNIES AND CHALLENGES FOR EVOLUTION AND DEPLOYMENT 
OF YOUR TECHNOLOGY

• Evolution of biohydrogen production into a suite of technologies which are compatible 
with broader aims of biorefining such as the production of green chemicals.

• Expanding the capabilities of biohydrogen production, in particular with regards to 
the biomass sources which can be accommodated and the scales at which it can be 
performed.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Professor Alan Guwy, Co-Operating Agent   alan.guwy@southwales.ac.uk
Professor Jun Miyake, Co-Operating Agent  Jun_miyake@bpe.es.osaka-u.ac.jp

TABLE 3: 

SUBTASK TO BE INVESTIGATED/ACCOMPLISHED FUTURE PRODUCTS

1 

Further investigation of the factors underpinning 
biohydrogen production at a genetic, and 

population level.
Novel process integrations and technologies.

1. Methodologies to exploit this understanding to increase hydrogen 
yields.

2. A more flexible and efficient set biohydrogen production 
technologies.

2 

Deployment of biohydrogen production at pilot 
scale and beyond.

Broadening substrate types and usage scenarios 
for biohydrogen production.

3. Demonstration of the industrial relevance and commercial value of 
biohydrogen.
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TASK SYNOPSIS 
Comprehensive analyses are needed to evaluate the sustainability of hydrogen energy systems. Life Cycle 
Assessment (LCA) is a well-defined methodology to assess the environmental aspects and potential impacts 
associated with a product. However, when assessing the sustainability of hydrogen energy systems, further efforts 
are needed in order to set a solid and standardized basis that allows for sound decision-making processes. Attempts 
to provide a general methodological framework for sustainability assessment have been based on widening 
the frame of discussion from the concept of environmental LCA to the Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment 
(LCSA) approach. A difficulty that arises is that there is not a simple, general solution to the complex problem of 
assessing sustainability. In particular, the singularities of a given system usually require tailor-made methodological 
frameworks and assumptions. Hence, concentrating efforts on the development of methodological solutions 
for LCSA on lower scales (e.g., at the sectoral level) is preferable. Within this context, the goal of the IEA HIA 
Task 36 “Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment of Hydrogen Energy Systems” is to facilitate decision-making in the 
hydrogen energy sector by providing a robust and comprehensive methodological framework for the sustainability 
assessment of hydrogen energy systems. To date, within the framework of IEA HIA Task 36, a comprehensive 
review of LCA studies has been carried out, which has facilitated the formulation and application of harmonization 
protocols for the evaluation of the carbon footprint and the cumulative energy demand of hydrogen.

LIFE CYCLE SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT OF  
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS

prOfeSSOr JaVier dufOur andía Of imdea energía, Operating agent fOr Spain
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PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

The purpose of Task 36 is to facilitate decision-making in the hydrogen energy sector 
through sustainability assessment of hydrogen energy systems. The specific objectives 
are (i) to carry out a review of LCA studies; (ii) to address the issue of direct and indirect 
land use change in LCA of biohydrogen energy systems; (iii) to compare capital and 
production costs of different hydrogen production pathways; (iv) to develop an LCC 
(Life Cycle Costing) framework; (v) to provide a robust set of social indicators for SLCA 
(Social Life Cycle Assessment); (vi) to evaluate the social acceptance of hydrogen; 
(vii) to integrate sustainability indicators into a common LCSA framework; (viii) to apply 
the methodological framework to key case studies; and (ix) to collaborate with IEA 
Headquarters analysts and support the HIA Executive Committee in the liaison with IEA 
HQ.

Experts from 5 different countries (Spain, Germany, Japan, Norway and Italy) are 
working within the framework of IEA HIA Task 36. In 2016, two expert meetings were 
held in Bologna (ENEA, 1-2 February) and Móstoles (IMDEA Energy, 9-10 June). 

INTRODUCTION TO THE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS LEVEL(S)

Relevant advances are reported within the framework 
of IEA HIA Task 36. In particular, starting from a 
thorough literature review of methodological choices 
in LCA studies of hydrogen energy systems (Int. J. 
Life Cycle Assess. 22, 346-363), specific protocols for 
the harmonization of life-cycle impacts of hydrogen 
have been developed and applied (J. Clean. Prod. 
149, 762-772; Int. J. Hydrogen Energy, submitted). 
This corresponds with a high readiness level. 
Furthermore, it is expected that these advances help 
increase the relatively low readiness level associated 
with the life-cycle frameworks for economic, social 
and sustainability assessments of hydrogen energy 
systems. Finally, having published a complete study 
for Spain (Int. J. Hydrogen Energy 41, 5203-5208), 
significant advances are reported regarding the 
evaluation of the social acceptance of hydrogen energy 
at the national level.

TASK FRAMEWORK

IEA HIA Task 36 is essentially a methodological and 
collaboration task. Prof. Dr. Javier Dufour (IMDEA 
Energy) is the corresponding Operating Agent for 
Spain. Task 36 involves four sub-tasks as detailed below:   
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TASK STATUS, RESULTS AND PROGRESS

Task 36 shows good progress as summarized below:   

TABLE 3: 

SUBTASK SUB-TASK NAME SUB-TASK LEADER SUB-TASK ACTIVITIES

A
Addressing environmental 

challenges in LCA of 
hydrogen energy systems

Paolo Masoni (ENEA, Italy)

• Literature review
• Discussion on the suitability of attributional and 

consequential approaches
• Identification of the main sources of uncertainty
• Recommendations on functional unit, impact 

assessment method, etc.
• Consideration of direct and indirect land use 

change

B Economic analysis of 
hydrogen energy systems

Petra Zapp  
(Forschungszentrum Jülich, 

Germany)

• Literature review
• Identification of energy carriers and conversion 

technologies
• Harmonization of assumptions and data
• Data collection and database structure
• Cost evaluation and comparative analysis
• Inclusion of economic life-cycle indicators
• Definition of LCC framework

C

Social indicators for the 
assessment of hydrogen 

energy systems and 
integrative approaches for 

LCSA

Diego Iribarren  
(IMDEA Energy, Spain)

• Literature review of social indicators and 
databases

• Screening of social indicators
• Development of SLCA framework
• Integration of LCA, LCC and SLCA into a robust 

LCSA framework
• Evaluation of social acceptance

D Collaboration with IEA HQ 
analysts Kari A. Espegren (IFE, Norway) • Effective collaboration between HIA Task 36 

experts and IEA HQ analysts

TABLE 3: 

SUBTASK STATUS SELECT RESULTS AND PROGRESS

Sub-Task A – Environmental 
framework In progress

• Literature review completed
• Identification of methodological issues completed
• Interpretation of methodological trends completed
• LCA framework completed
• Feedback to Sub-Task C in progress

Sub-Task B – Economic framework In progress

• Preliminary literature review completed
• Identification of energy carriers and technologies completed
• Economic indicators and LCC framework in progress
• Feedback to Sub-Task C in progress

Sub-Task C – Social and sustainability 
frameworks In progress

• Evaluation of social acceptance in Spain completed
• Preliminary literature review completed
• Harmonization protocols developed and applied at the LCA level
• Technical report by Dr. Yousef M. Alshammari as Task 36 fellow
• Social/sustainability indicators and LCSA framework in progress 

Sub-Task D – Collaboration with IEA 
HQ In progress

• Review of the role of hydrogen in IEA documents (ETP, Technology 
Roadmap, RES-T-NEXT) completed

• Collaboration in progress
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KEY MESSAGES

A correct development of IEA HIA Task 36 is reported, with effective dissemination of key 
results. Methodological aspects of LCA/LCSA of hydrogen energy systems have already 
been reviewed and harmonization protocols for life-cycle impacts of hydrogen have been 
developed and applied. Finally, the social acceptance of hydrogen in Spain has been 
evaluated and the collaboration with IEA HQ analysts remains effective.

FUTURE WORK

PLANS

Task 36 plans for future work as seen below: 

R&D OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

Addressing the challenge of developing a consistent life-cycle sustainability framework 
for hydrogen energy systems involves clear opportunities to enhance decision-making 
processes for  both industry and policy-makers.

The future availability of a robust methodological framework for assessment of 
sustainability aspects of hydrogen energy systems will facilitate decision-making at the 
industry level. In addition to enabling a thorough identification of specific sustainability 
hotspots, this methodological framework will help industry actors anticipate, check and 
prove the suitability of their hydrogen energy solutions according to the criteria required 
by current and future energy policies.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Javier Dufour    javier.dufour@imdea.org

TABLE 3: 

SUBTASK TO BE CARRIED OUT FUTURE PROGRESS

A Feedback to Sub-Task C -

B Final choice of economic indicators and evaluation 
methods & feedback to Sub-Task C LCC framework

C Final harmonization of life-cycle frameworks LCSA framework

D Continuous collaboration with IEA HQ analysts Review reports
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TASK SYNOPSIS
The overarching goal of this Hydrogen Safety Task is to support the acceleration of safe implementation of 
hydrogen infrastructures through coordinated international collaborations and hydrogen safety knowledge 
dissemination. Task 37 consists of five Subtasks as shown in Fig. 1; each Subtask has an assigned Subtask Leader 
and a Deputy Subtask Leader such that if the Subtask Leader for some reason cannot participate in a Task 
meeting, then the Deputy leader will take on the responsibility of leading his/ her Subtask.

FIGURE. 1. TASK 37 FRAMEWORK

OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

TASK 37 OBJECTIVES

• Develop hydrogen safety integration tool kit (HyRAM platform).
• Develop risk management strategies to ensure safe implementation of hydrogen infrastructures.
• Collect reliability information (i.e., field failure data) of systems, subsystems, and components (SSC) to support 

quantitative risk analysis (QRA);  and 
• Provide quantitative insights (both physics-based and probabilistic) to support development of new as well as 

revised hydrogen safety C&S (e.g., NFPA2 and ISO standards).

TASK 37 ACTIVITIES DURING 2016

Task 37 meeting at Tecnalia, San Sebastian, Spain

The first Task 37 meeting was held on June 17-18, 2016 and hosted at Tecnalia in San Sebastian, Spain. 
See Fig.3.

HYDROGEN SAFETY
dr. y. (JOhn) khalil Of united technOlOgieS reSearch center (utrc), Operating agent fOr the u.S.
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Task 37 meeting at IEA HIA Offices in Bethesda, MD, USA

The second Task 37 meeting was held on November 28-29, 2016 and hosted by Mary-
Rose de Valladares, the IEA HIA Manager. See Fig.4.

TASK 37 PLANNING ACTIVITIES DURING 2017

• Planning for Task 37 first 2017 meeting at HSL in Buxton, UK
 – The Operating Agent (Dr. Khalil) of Task 37 proposed to have the first meeting of this 

Task at HSL in the UK during the first week of July 2017. The meeting will be hosted 
by Dr. Stuart Hawksworth of HSL. One of the agenda items for discussion during the 
HSL meeting will be planning for end-of-Task 31 European workshop.

• Planning for Task 37 second 2017 meeting in Hamburg, Germany
 – With respect to planning the second 2017 Task 37 meeting, the Operating Agent (Dr. 

Khalil) discussed with Mrs. Mary-Rose Valladares, the IEA HIA Manager in MD Office, 
the potential for having the second 2017 Task 37 meeting as well as end-of-Task 31 
European Workshop following the ICHS meeting in Hamburg, Germany. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVELS

Physical phenomena and modeling activities. Task 37 remains at technology 
readiness level (TRL) #4. Current safety research activities under Task 37 
include:
• On-board reversible and off-board regenerable hydrogen storage systems.
• Hydrogen storage materials’ reactivity and safety.
• Laboratory testing/validation of Alpha Prototype Component/ Process. 
• Design, development, and laboratory testing of components have been 
performed but other activities are still in progress.
• Interim results are promising as they show some of the DOE targets are likely to 
be achieved.
• Hydrogen safety activities related to early markets include: Hazards 
identification and risk quantification, laboratory testing of integrated/semi-integrated 
systems, component and/or process validation in relevant environment (beta 
prototype component level).

FIGURE. 4. PHOTO OF DR. Y. F. KHALIL, TASK 37 
OPERATING AGENT (FIRST ON RIGHT), WITH 

THE TASK DELEGATES DURING THE NOVEMBER 
28–29, 2016 MEETING HOSTED BY MARY-ROSE DE 

VALLADARES AT THE IEA HIA IN BETHESDA, MD, USA.

FIGURE. 3. PHOTO OF DR. Y. F. KHALIL, TASK 37 
OPERATING AGENT (FIRST FROM LEFT, FIRST ROW), 
WITH THE TASK DELEGATED DURING THE JUNE 17-
18, 2016 MEETING HOSTED BY DR. INAKI AZKARATE 

OF TECNALIA IN SAN SEBASTIAN, SPAIN.
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 TASK FRAMEWORK

TASK STATUS, RESULTS AND PROGRESS

TABLE 1: 

SUBTASK SUBTASK NAME SUBTASK LEADER AND DEPUTY

A Tool Kit Integration STL - Katrina Groth;   Deputy – Thomas Jordan

B Accident Scenarios Development STL - Trygve Skjold; Deputy – Julie Flynn

C Physical Effects/Phenomena STL - Stuart Hawksworth; Deputy – Jennifer Wen

D Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) STL – Frank Markert

E Materials Compatibility STL – Inaki Azkarate

SUBTASK ACTIVITIES & DELIVERABLES

SUBTASK A RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

QRA integration toolkit
(HyRAM platform, release 1.1)
Available at http://hyram.
sandia.gov
Subtask
Subtask A (cont’d)
QRA integration toolkit
(HyRAM platform, release 1.1)

1. Validated models for H2 flame behavior and H2-specific QRA to support industry C&S. 
Examples: NFPA 2: HyRAM used to revise bulk gaseous hydrogen separation distances. Also, models 
are being developed to enable revision of liquid separation (LH2) distances using same methodology 
used for gaseous hydrogen.  ISO CD-19880-1: develop all safety distances (Annex A). 

2. Populate HyRAM model with failure probability data for components used in HRS.  
Activities

3. HyRAM has been used to support risk-informed comparisons among reference HRS and on site storage 
(rooftop, underground, or at grade). 
Example: 
H2FIRST reference station design (project participants ANL, NREL, and SNL).  
HyRAM has been used for calculating baseline risk for a 300 kg/day reference HRS.

4. Future applications: 
Examples include: NFPA and ISO code revisions for enclosures’ designs by comparing safety impacts 
of different designs and identifying critical risks associated with components such as compressors and 
pressurized storage tanks.

SUBTASK B RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Accident Scenarios  
Development & Analysis
This Subtask defines generic 
systems, scenarios, and 
mitigation actions to be 
used for validating models’ 
predictions from Subtask A.          
Source: www.hysea.eu

1. Developed new hydrogen safety engineering tools: Examples include: 
- A nomogram for blast wave for first responders. 
- A nomogram for blowdown time of storage tank. 
- Modeling hydrogen leakage incidents.

2. Provides update on the Hy3DRM (3D risk management framework)and HySEA (started 9/1/2015 and to 
be completed by 2018) projects at Gexcon.

3. Provides updated on hydrogen safety projects in Japan (HRS leak scenarios).

SUBTASK C RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Physical Effects / Phenomena 1. Effect of heat release rates (HRR) on results of Bonfire test in Global Technical Regulation (GTR) 2013 
(GTR#13).

2. Effect of radiation on hazard distances from blast wave and fireball.
3. SUpport to SAfety aNAlysis of Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technologies (SUSANA) project related to a 

model evaluation protocol using CFD analysis for H2 safety issues.
4. Flow velocity measurements in H2-air explosions. 
5. Jet release of gaseous hydrogen.
6. Numerical Modeling of deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) in H2/Air mixtures with concentration 

gradients.
7. Physical effects research: blast waves, localized deflagration (Ulster’s progress). 

Research Activities
8. Thermodynamics, DDT modeling, HRR, and deterministic separation distance.
9. KIT’s research on wall attached jets, preparations for fire tests of pressure tanks, flame acceleration in 

free semi-sphere.
10. Ongoing international efforts between Warwick, Kingston, Technische Universität München and Hefei 

University of Technology on modelling hydrogen explosions and DDT in mixtures with concentration 
gradients.

SUBTASK D RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Human Reliability Analysis 
(HRA)

1. Risk assessment related to human and organizational factors.
2. Human errors as initiating events and during accident progression.
3. Recovery actions during accident progression.

SUBTASK E RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Hydrogen-Materials 
Compatibility

1. Hydrogen embrittlement of quenched and tempered steels. 
2. Slow strain rate tests under different hydrogen charging conditions on high strength quenched and 

tempered low-alloy steels for hydrogen embrittlement evaluation.
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Task 37 continues to provide quantitative risk insights (both physics-based and 
probabilistic) to support development of new as well as revised hydrogen safety C&S 
(e.g., NFPA2 and ISO standards). Subtask progress appears below:

Task 37 now has a dedicated website on the IEA HIA website. The Hydrogen Safety 
Experts can access this website (Fig. 2) using their own login ID and password to 
review and download past Task 37 presentations. The URL for this website is as follows: 
https://ieahia.org/Members/PrivateTask-Websites-(current)/Task-37-Hydrogen-Safety.aspx

KEY MESSAGES
• There is a clear need for creating harmonious hydrogen safety C&S to accelerate 

worldwide adoption of hydrogen-based technologies.
• Insufficient technical data to revise C&S remains a challenge.
• Usage and access restrictions – road tunnels, parking structures, etc.

FUTURE WORK

PLANS

Task Activities

Relative to task work, contribute to the development of  new as well as revised hydrogen 
safety C&S such as NFPA-2 and ISO standards. Examples include: a) Establishing GH2 
separation distances (NFPA2, chapter 7), b) Establishing LH2 separation distances 
(ongoing effort), and c) Developing generalized approaches for risk mitigation (e.g., 
safety distances in ISO DTR-19880-1, chapter 4)
Launching the Hydrogen Safety Journal (H2SL)

Dr. John Khalil, with support from Mary-Rose de Valladares, plan to launch the new IEA 
Hydrogen Safety Journal . The Editorial Board members have been selected as follows: 
Editor-in-Chief: Dr. John Khalil and Editorial Board members: Dr. Stuart Hawksworth, 
Mary-Rose Valladares, Prof. Frank Markert, Prof. Tadahiro Shibutani, and Prof. Changjian 
Wang. The Journal website will be located on the IEA HIA website.
R&D OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

• Proposed revision to harm criteria in NFPA2 (separation distance based on 8% vs. 4% H2 
concentration)

• Establishing GH2 separation distances (NFPA2, chapter 7); establishing LH2 separation 
distances 

• Restriction on use of FCEV in road tunnels: Currently FCEV are not allowed to use road 
tunnels (such as Baltimore Harbor tunnel and Fort McHenry tunnel) 
Note: CNG and LNG vehicles are allowed to use these road tunnels under certain 
conditions  
(Source: http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/comarhtml/11/11.07.01.03.htm)

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. Y. John Khalil  khalilyf@utrc.utc.com

https://ieahia.org/Members/PrivateTask-Websites-(current)/Task-37-Hydrogen-Safety.aspx
http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/comarhtml/11/11.07.01.03.htm
http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/comarhtml/11/11.07.01.03.htm
http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/comarhtml/11/11.07.01.03.htm
mailto:khalilyf@utrc.utc.com
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TASK 38 SYNOPSIS
Task 38, entitled “Power-to-Hydrogen and Hydrogen-to-X: System Analysis of the techno-economic, legal and 
regulatory conditions”, was approved by the Executive Committee to examine hydrogen as a key energy carrier 
for a sustainable and smart energy system.

The “Power-to-hydrogen” concept refers to hydrogen that is produced via electrolysis. Electricity supply can 
be either grid, off-grid or mixed systems. “Hydrogen-to-X” implies that the hydrogen supply concerns a large 
portfolio of uses including:

• transport (hydrogen for fuel cells, biofuels, synthetic methane for transport etc.);
• natural gas grid (by mixing hydrogen directly with natural gas or synthesizing methane and injecting it into the natural 

gas grid); 
• re-electrification through hydrogen turbines or fuel cells;
• general business of merchant hydrogen for energy or industry, especially refinery, steel industry, ammonia, etc.;
• ancillary services or grid services for the electricity grid, transport or distribution grid. Hydrogen provides a flexible 

energy storage and carrier option, which could defer the need for new lines and would alleviate transmission 
difficulties.

The work is slated to take place over a four-year period, and will be structured in two phases: 
• first, a general state of the art survey of existing studies on techno-economic and business cases, existing legal 

framework and macro-economic impacts, including demo/deployment projects; 
• second, detailed specific cases studies, based on detailed targets defined during the first phase, together with 

elaboration of legal and regulatory conditions, policy measures and general guidelines for business developers, as 
well as public and private financial mechanisms and actors.

Over 50 experts from 15 countries are involved in this Task, which is coordinated by the French CEA/I-tésé, 
supported by the French ADEME. Participating IEA HIA ExCo Members are: Australia, Belgium, European 
Commission, France, Germany, Japan, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Shell, Southern Company, 
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, and the United States.

POWER-TO-HYDROGEN AND HYDROGEN-TO-X:  
SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF THE TECHNO-ECONOMIC, LEGAL AND REGULATORY CONDITIONS

paul luccheSe and chriStine manSilla Of cOmmiSSariat a l'energie atOmique et aux energieS alternatiVeS 
(cea), Operating agentS fOr france
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PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

The general objectives of the Task are: 
• to provide a comprehensive understanding of the various technical and economic pathways for power-to-

hydrogen applications in diverse situations;
• to provide a comprehensive assessment of existing legal frameworks; 
• and to present business developers and policy makers with general guidelines and recommendations that 

enhance hydrogen system deployment in energy markets.

A final objective will be to develop hydrogen visibility as a key energy carrier for a sustainable and smart 
energy system, within a 2 or 3 decade time frame: 2020, 2030 and 2050, for example.

The Task is organized in subtasks (ST) and task forces (TF). Task forces aim at supplying the subtasks with 
data and methodology throughout the Task duration.

TASK FRAMEWORK

The Task is organized in subtasks (ST) and task forces (TF).

TABLE 1: 

SUBTASK SUBTASK NAME SUBTASK LEADER SUBTASK ACTIVITIES

1 Management, strategy and 
communication

Paul Lucchese and Christine 
Mansilla, CEA, France

• Involving new experts
• Coordination (meeting organization, private website 

update, ST/TF activity follow-up)
• Interfacing (IEA, HyLaw, Task 36, CEN/CENELEC)

2
Mapping and review of 
existing demonstration 

projects

Joris Proost, Université 
Catholique de Louvain, Belgium

• Review of existing databases
• Proposal of a roadmap

3A
Review and analysis of the 
existing techno-economic 

studies on PtH HtX

Martin Robinius, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich, 

Germany

• Literature review and analysis
• Database establishment

3B Review of the existing legal 
context and policy measures

Francesco Dolci, JRC, European 
Commission

• Review of existing legal frameworks and policy measures
• Database establishment for mapping relevant national 

legislation

4 Systemic approach Sheila Samsatli, University of 
Bath, United Kingdom

• Analysis of energy system models
• Outlook for hydrogen from a system perspective

5 Case studies
Gema Alcalde and Carlos Funez, 
Centro Nacional del Hidrógeno, 

Spain

• Identification and analysis of relevant case studies

Definitions Definitions Rob Dickinson, Hydricity 
Systems, Australia

• Specifying the terming and definitions related to PtH HtX 
systems

Data Data Laurence Grand-Clément, 
PersEE, France

• Bringing specific data management capabilities to 
support the Task members in scouting, acquiring, 
processing and analysing data

Electrolyser 
data Electrolyser data Joris Proost, Université 

Catholique de Louvain, Belgium

• Analysis of recent technical and economic electrolyser 
data 

• Identification of first perspectives of price reduction 

Services to the 
grid Services to the grid

Rob Dickinson, Hydricity 
Systems, Australia and Pierluigi 

Mancarella, University of 
Melbourne, Australia

• Identify the possibilities for PtH, in different regional 
contexts 
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TASK STATUS, RESULTS AND PROGRESS

Beyond the specific meetings organized by each ST and TF, plenary meetings are organized on a semi-
annual basis. The next one will be held in Washington DC, hosted by the Southern Company, on the 8th and 
9th of June.

Two major workshops are foreseen:
• The first one is on modelling the role of hydrogen in future energy systems (University of Bath, UK, 18-19 May 

2017).
• The second one is on the demonstration projects and moving towards a roadmap (Brussels, Belgium, 2017, 

TBC).

KEY MESSAGES

External interfaces are key for Task 38:
• Energy system modelling
• Interfacing with IEA needs to be discussed, by considering the needs of other tasks (T36, T30 …) and the 

ExCo strategy

Task 38 is trying to establish reliable and reference Database (electrolyser, economic figures…)
• But it is a generic issue inside IEA HIA: databases and data management
• Need for IEA HIA brainstorming: dedicated workshop to organize?

TABLE 2: 

SUBTASK STATUS SELECT RESULTS AND PROGRESS (INCLUDING PRODUCTS)

Subtask “1” - Management, 
strategy and communication In progress

• Over 50 members in the Task
• Operational private website 
• Participation to Task 36 plenary meeting

Subtask “2” - Mapping and review 
of existing demonstration projects In progress • First review of existing databases

• Organization of a workshop (ongoing)

Subtask “3A” - Review and 
analysis of the existing techno-
economic studies on PtH HtX

In progress
• Literature review (ongoing)
• Database establishment (ongoing)
• Communication to the next EEM conference

Subtask “3B” - Review of the 
existing legal context and policy 

measures
In progress

• Review of existing legal frameworks and policy measures at the EU scale
• Database establishment for mapping relevant national legislation 

(ongoing)
• Connection with HyLaw

Subtask “4” - Systemic approach In progress
• Organization of a workshop on hydrogen and energy system models 

(ongoing)
• Communication to the next IAEE conference

Subtask “5” – Case studies In progress • To be started

Task Force Definitions In progress
• First set of definitions related to PtH HtX systems available + summary 

scheme
• Communication to the next EEM conference

Task Force Data In progress • Connection with the ST and TF to identify the needs

Task Force Electrolyser data In progress

• Compilation of recent technical electrolyser data provided by the 
electrolyser manufacturers active in Task 38

• Compilation of recent economic data 
• Identification of first perspectives of price reduction 

Task Force Services to the Grid In progress • First categorization of services to the grid available
• Set of documents available
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FUTURE WORK

PLANS

Task 38 plans for Future Work and products as seen below: 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Paul Lucchese   paul.lucchese@cea.fr
Christine Mansilla   christine.mansilla@cea.fr

TABLE 3:

SUBTASK TO BE INVESTIGATED/ACCOMPLISHED FUTURE PRODUCTS

1 Next plenary meeting in Washington DC

2 Organization of a workshop

3A Completion of the literature review

3B Meeting with HyLaw; Finalisation of the database structure

4 Organization of a workshop

5 TBD

Definitions Participation to the EEM conference;  
Validation of the first set of definitions by the Task members

Data Initiate discussion about the data requirements based on the date required by the model 
developed by the ST4 leader. 

Electrolyser data Compilation of technical and economic data for alkaline electrolysers

Services to the grid Finalisation of the services to the grid categories
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TASK 39 SYNOPSIS
Shipping is the primary means of transport worldwide — 90% of the world trade is carried out by ships. 
Healthy and sustainable use of the oceans is one of the main challenges of the future. Container traffic is set to 
continue to grow quickly, with volumes expected to triple by 2035 (OECD, 2016). Major emissions from ships 
include CO2, SOX and NOX.  In addition, noise generated by ships may have an effect on ocean life (OECD, 2016). 
Therefore, there is a strong focus among ship owners and assurance companies to work towards safer, greener 
and smarter shipping. Task 39 will support this work through research and investigation on the use of hydrogen 
as clean fuel in shipping. The overall vision is to contribute to a reduction in local and global emissions and 
support the sustainability goals of the UN. 

 

PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

The overall goal for the task is to provide information on the use of hydrogen in maritime transport. 
This will be achieved by creating an exclusive network of suppliers of hydrogen and fuel cells, shipping 
companies, advisory and assurance and research institutions. The goal is to contribute to research 
within the area, and to be a technology monitor for on-going activities, as well as contributing to a global 
regulatory framework.

The specific objective of the task is to provide information and knowhow on the use of hydrogen and fuel 
cells in the maritime, evaluate concepts and initiate research and demonstration projects.

Sub-goals include: 
• Investigate possibilities for use of hydrogen in the maritime
• Monitor, review and contribute to new concepts, technologies and components
• Initiate research and demonstration projects
• Create an overview of regulations, codes and standards
• Dissemination
• Generate an international expert group on the subject

HYDROGEN IN MARITIME TRANSPORT
prOfeSSOr ingrid SchJølberg Of nOrwegian uniVerSity Of Science and technOlOgy (ntnu),  
Operating agent fOr nOrway
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Expectations

The new task is expected to contribute to several aspects of the IEA HIA work:
•  Technology overview and evaluation
•  Contribution to the development of new concepts
•  Identification of technological barriers
•  Database on existing projects
•  An IEA-HIA expert group on the topic
•  Establish link to Advanced fuel cells and other relevant implementing agreements
•  Deliverables: Position paper/ interim reports/ final report and messages.

INTRODUCTION TO THE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS LEVEL(S)*

The task had its predefinition phase in 2016 and therefore the TRL has not yet been 
identified. 

Various technical and operational measures are available to ship owners and operators 
for mitigating emissions of their vessels (Figure 1). One potential approach is to switch 
to fuels with low/zero levels of carbon and sulphur, such as hydrogen to control emission 
formation. Another possible approach is to use more efficient energy conversion devices, 
such as fuel cells. From an environmental perspective, the adoption of hydrogen and 
fuel cells is one of the most promising options [1].

FIGURE 1: VARIOUS MEASURES FOR REDUCING AIR EMISSIONS FROM SHIPPING1. THE 
DASHED LINE ILLUSTRATES THE BOUNDARY OF THIS STUDY [2].

In a search for fuels with higher energy content, humankind has progressively used 
fuels with less carbon and more hydrogen content. Hydrogen represents the end point 
of this trend [3]. Hydrogen can be burnt in internal combustion engines to produce 
thermal energy, which can subsequently move pistons and convert that thermal energy 
into mechanical energy. A generator can further convert the mechanical energy into 
electrical energy. All these energy conversions incorporate inefficiencies. Fuel cells, on 
the other hand, directly transform chemical energy of the fuel into electrical energy, and 
consequently, exhibit higher electrical efficiencies (Figure 2) [4].

1 
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FIGURE 2. COMPARISON OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES TO FUEL CELLS [2]

TASK FRAMEWORK 
TABLE 1: 

SUBTASK SUBTASK NAME SUBTASK LEADER SUBTASK ACTIVITIES (LIST)

1 Technology Overview Anders Valland (SINTEF 
Ocean )

The goal is to investigate possibilities for use of hydrogen in the 
maritime.  The task will include the following activities:
1. i)       Define system segments under  investigation (short 

and deep sea, offshore)
2. ii)      Energy systems (fuel cell versus battery): impact on 

emission and peak power handling
3. iii)      Economic and business case analysis  
4. iv)      Fuel supply logistics/infrastructure (harbor or 

onboard) 

2 New concepts TBD

The goal is to contribute to concept evaluations and identification 
of challenges and opportunities. The task includes the following 
activities: 
5. i)       New build, design and impact: autonomous vessels 

with fuel cell based propulsion 
6. ii)       Retrofitting existing vessels
7. iii)      Fuel cell system solutions: marine applications, 

design and configuration, system integration

3 Safety and regulations Tomas Tronstad (DNV GL)

The goal is to contribute to safety and risk management. The task 
includes the following activities:
8. i)       Overview of regulations, codes and standards and 

upcoming regulations related to systems and emissions
9. ii)       Safety methods and models: safety analysis in the 

engine room/storage
10. iii)      Risk management for design and operations

4
Demonstration 

TBD

The goal is to support, provide input to, evaluate and link 
international demonstration projects. The task includes the 
following activities:
11. i)       Generate an overview of existing projects
12. ii)      Create an international database
13. iii)     Link communities, experience and practice
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TASK STATUS, RESULTS AND PROGRESS 

The task had its predefinition phase in 2016 and was approved by the Executive 
Committee in June 2016. 

On February 13–14, an expert meeting for IEA-HIA Task 39 was held in Oslo, Norway 
and was hosted by NTNU. Forty participants from 15 countries and 29 institutions 
attended the workshop. 

On September 26–27, a follow-up expert meeting will be held in Delft, the Netherlands. 
The aim is to learn the latest news on ongoing research projects and industrial advances. 

A website was established for this Task: https://www.ntnu.edu/oceans/iea-hydrogen

KEY MESSAGES

We believe that hydrogen and fuel cells have a potential in shipping, especially short-sea, 
and can contribute to reduction in emissions from shipping and support the sustainability 
goals of the UN.

FUTURE WORK 
PLANS 

The main plan for 2017 is to establish the task and organize two workshops. The 
stakeholders are a mix of industry, academia, organizations and authorities. 
R&D OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES  

For the overall industry  

Shipping sector progressively faces stricter environmental regulations. Alternative fuels 
and power systems are required for a substantial reduction in emissions from shipping. 
Hydrogen and fuel cells are among the most promising solutions from an environmental 
perspective. However, various technical, operational and economic barriers hinder the 
adoption of this technology. Lack of fueling infrastructure, high cost, lifetime and durability 
of fuel cells, size of hydrogen tanks, sensitivity of fuel cells to marine environments, 
safety and social acceptance are among these barriers [2].

R&D on following topics may alleviate such barriers:
• Technology performance and cost: (i) hydrogen production and storage cost and (ii) fuel 

cell cost and durability
• Hydrogen infrastructure
• Bunkering of liquid hydrogen: safety aspects
• Safety related aspects of using hydrogen and fuel cells in marine applications
• Safety codes and standards
• Educating ship operators for safe operation of hydrogen-fueled systems
• Technology validation through demonstrations
• Integration of fuel cells onboard vessels
• Laboratory and onboard testing to study the suitability and vulnerability of fuel cells to 

marine environment

https://www.ntnu.edu/oceans/iea-hydrogen
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For the IEA HIA’s work 

The strategy of the HIA is to facilitate, coordinate and maintain innovative 
research activities through international cooperation. Moreover, the strategic 
plan specifically says ‘The marine sector is expected to open up in the coming 
term as an appealing target for exploration.” The proposed task will support this 
plan. Cooperative research is an important activity in many of the companies 
involved in the new task. One of the goals is to create a platform for exchange 
of information between business units in a precompetitive manner. The new 
marine task can contribute to the foundation for standardization of components, 
evaluation of new technologies and development of new components, codes and 
standards for use of hydrogen in marine applications.

REFERENCES
1] van Biert, L., et al., A review of fuel cell systems for maritime applications. Journal of 

Power Sources, 2016. 327: p. 345-364.  
While energy conservation aims at decreasing the consumed energy by reducing the 
demanded output (e.g., service of ships), energy efficiency focuses on consuming less 
energy for producing the same amount of useful output.

2] Jafarzadeh, S. and I. Schjølberg. Emission reduction in shipping using hydrogen and 
fuel cells. in ASME 2017 36th International Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Arctic 
Engineering (OMAE2017). 2017. Trondheim, Norway: ASME.

3] Busby, R.L., Hydrogen and fuel cells: a comprehensive guide. 2005: PennWell  
Corporation.

4] Shabani, B. and J. Andrews, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells, in Energy Sustainability Through 
Green Energy, A. Sharma and S.K. Kar, Editors. 2015, Springer India: New Delhi. p. 453-
491.

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Operating Agent Dr. Ingrid Schjølberg ingrid.schjolbert@ntnu.no
Dr. Sepideh Jafarzadeh   sepideh.jafarzadeh@ntnu. no

mailto:ingrid.schjolbert@ntnu.no
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

STRATEGY AND PRIORITIES 

The Danish Parliament’s prevailing ambition for fossil-free energy consumption in going into 2050 has not 
changed. As an intermediate step, the 2012 Energy agreement seeks to increase  wind-based electricity 
production by 50% by 2020. In 2015, the actual wind-based share of electricity production was 42%. 

In order to fulfil the long-term target by 2050, Danish energy RD&D programs have established the 
following priorities:  sources renewable energy sources; energy efficiency; and energy savings & optimal 
utilization of fluctuating renewable energy by:

• Reduction of bottlenecks for energy exchange with neighbouring countries
• R&D in energy storage
• Energy system integration (like e.g, smart grids)

During recent years, a total budget of approximately 1 billon DKK has been available for energy research 
in Denmark. Of this funding, fifteen-twenty (15-20%) has been allocated to hydrogen and fuel cell 
technologies. In 2014, for example, the total funding for hydrogen and fuel cells was 928 million DKK.

ROLE OF HYDROGEN IN ENERGY POLICY ORGANIZATION BUSINESS

The direct role of hydrogen in Danish energy policy is limited. Nevertheless,  a number of political 
agreements in recent years have ensured that Denmark has the highest density of hydrogen vehicles 
and hydrogen  refuelling stations (HRS) in the world. Not only are hydrogen vehicles exempt  from 
vehicle tax, but an April 2017 agreement provided funding of 10 million DKK (5 million per year) for 
hydrogen vehicles for the next two years.  This may result in very affordable vehicles.

HYDROGEN R,D&D

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

FutureGas

This R&D project aims to optimize the future use of the gas network via safe an injection of green gases 
. The project is funded by Innovation Fund Denmark, with participation from both the DGC and a number 
of European technical universities (seven partners in total). 

Hylaw

This project is funded by the EU Horizon 2020 framework. This project aims to tackle barriers to 
deployment of hydrogen and fuel cell projects in the legal framework and administrative processes 
(LAPS). It entails  systematic description and comparison of LAPs in the eighteen (18) partner countries. 
Twenty-three (23) partners from eighteen (18) European countries are participating. 

BioCat

The overall objective of the BioCat Project is to design, engineer, construct and test a commercial-
scale power-to-gas facility at a wastewater treatment plant (based on biological methanation) and to 
demonstrate its capability to provide energy storage services to the Danish energy system.  The national 
ForskEL program funds the project and seven international partners are participating.

Jan k. JenSen, repreSentatiVe fOr denmark, & henrik iSkOV, bOth frOm daniSh gaS technOlOgy centre (dgc)

UPDATE
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Hybalance

This project intends to design a power-to-hydrogen plant (PTH2)  for combined operations 
that seeks to provide both grid balancing services and hydrogen for both industry and 
fuel for transport in the municipality of Hobro. The plant will be used to demonstrate 
feasibility proof of concept and to identify potential revenue streams from PTH2 under 
current  and future constraints (regulatory environment, state-of-art of key technologies, 
etc.). This project is funded by EU Horizon 2020 Framework Pprogram and includes six 
international partners. 

Test of polymer distribution pipes for hydrogen transportation

After 10 years of operation and material analysis, a 
field test of 100% hydrogen in polymer (PE) distribution 
pipes for natural gas was completedcomplete. The tests 
began in 2003 in order to investigate possible material 
deterioration and were carried out in a small grid at Danish 
Gas Technology Centre. Hydrogen was circulated in the 
grid under conditions similar to real-life operation. In order 
to simulate the possible outcomes for the Danish natural 
gas grid if it were converted to 100% hydrogen, the test 
grid was constructed from samples taken directly from the Danish natural gas grid.

Based on the project results, smaller hydrogen PE grids for demonstration have been 
put into operation in Denmark. The final results on the effect of hydrogen at PE pipes for 
natural gas will be available in 2017. The project results will be presented at IGRC2017 
in Brazil. 

MARKET /COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

FUEL CELL VEHICLES

Currently, Denmark claims 75 fuel cell vehicles (tall 
passenger cars). Denmark does not have any FCEV 
busses at the moment, but  a small fleet of around 15 
hydrogen busses is are expected in the near future via a 
funding contribution from the EU.

INFRASTRUCTURE 

Many municipalities have established a local climate 
strategy that setsw targets for theuse of fossil fuels in the city, including road 
transportation. Hydrogen vehicles can be part of the solution at the local level. Typically, 
both national and EU funding are included in these initiatives. 

Currently, there are ten HRS open to the public in Denmark. Some of these are placed 
together with normal petrol/diesel refuelling stations. With these 10 stations, Denmark 
complies with the EU directive 2014/94/EU on the deployment of alternative fuels 
infrastructure with respect to hydrogen refuelling stations. 

REFERENCES
1] Danish Gas Technology Centre (www.dgc.dk) 

CONTACT INFORMATION
 Jan K. Jensen (jkj@dgc.dk)

mailto:jkj@dgc.dk
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EU ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES, STRATEGY AND PRIORITIES 

The overarching policy document relevant to hydrogen is the Framework Strategy for a Resilient Energy 
Union with a Forward-Looking Climate Change Policy (COM(2015)80). Under this framework strategy, EU 
Member States agreed to the following objectives for 2030:

• a binding target of at least a 40% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990;
• a binding target of at least 27% of renewable energy;
• an energy efficiency increase of at least 27%, to be reviewed by 2020 with the potential for an increase to 30%;
• the completion of the internal energy market by reaching 15% electricity interconnection between EU countries, 

and pushing forward important infrastructure projects.

Together, these goals provide the EU with a stable policy framework that gives investors certainty and 
confirms the EU’s lead in these fields on a global scale.

LAW, REGULATION, AND THE ROLE OF HYDROGEN IN ENERGY POLICY

The Energy Union Strategy is implemented through a number of legislative and non-legislative actions 
which are identified in the Communication on Clean Energy for All Europeans (COM(2016)860). The draft 
legislative proposals are currently being debated by the European Council and Parliament:

• The New Renewable Energy Directive (COM(2016)767) defines how the EU will achieve the binding target of 
27% of renewables in the EU energy mix by 2030.  

dr. marc Steen Of the JOint reSearch center (Jrc), repreSentatiVe fOr the eurOpean cOmmiSSiOn

UPDATE
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OTHER IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS 

In addition to legislative measures, the Commission issues non-legislative documents 
and deploys additional initiatives aimed at establishing a level playing field for new and 
incumbent energy technologies:

• The Commission Staff Working Document on Electricity Storage (SWD(2017)61) has 
ample consideration of the role of H2 as storage medium, not only within  the electricity 
system but in view of its unique potential for ‘Sector Coupling’.

• In the mobility policy area, the European Strategy for Low-Emission Mobility 
(COM(2016)501) contains the following themes: 1) efficiency in the transport system; 
2) low-emission alternative energy sources and measures in support of alternative fuel 
infrastructure including hydrogen refuelling stations; and 3) low- and zero-emission 
vehicles. The Commission currently prepares legislative and non-legislative proposals 
addressing these. For the specific case of hydrogen mobility, under Directive EU/2014/94 
on the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure Member States had to propose 
national implementation plans by mid Nov. 2016. These National Policy Frameworks 
(NPFs) are currently being evaluated by the Commission, taking into account the 
objectives of EU-wide mobility, reduction of oil dependence, economic growth, and 
greenhouse gas emissions.

 RELEVANT (NON-HYDROGEN) ENERGY R, D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

The Horizon 2020 programme provides the overall frame for EU-level R, D&D in the 
period of 2014-2020. Horizon 2020 is structured in a number of headings. For hydrogen,  
the most relevant headings are Societal Challenges on Energy and Transport.

The Communication on Accelerating Clean Energy Innovation (COM(2016)763), part of 
the overall package Clean Energy for All Europeans, lays out a comprehensive strategy 
for the three main policy levers the EU can deploy to boost private investment in clean 
energy innovation. These include: creating the right business environment; deploying 
targeted financial instruments to lower the risk of private investments in untested 
but promising clean energy technologies or business models; and better focusing its 
research and innovation funding. For the latter, four focus areas have been identified, of 
which three deal with energy storage.

HYDROGEN R, D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

CONTExT

Under Horizon 2020, R, D&D activities on hydrogen and fuel cells are structured under 
an industry-led public-private partnership established as a Joint Undertaking (FCHJU, 
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www.fch.europa.eu). Its total budget for the period of 2014-2020 is 665 M€, or 95 M€/
year on average. 

To identify future research and innovation needs, work in the frame of the Integrated 
Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan) continues. Under the focus area Energy 
Efficiency and Competitiveness of Industry, the steel and chemical industries have 
shown significant interest in the use of electrolytic hydrogen.

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

With support of FCHJU, and sometimes in combination with other European, national or 
regional funding instruments, a number of demonstrations are ongoing, as summarized 
in the following table:

The planned deployments under the Hydrogen Mobility Europe initiative (2015-2022) co-
financed by FCHJU are shown in the figure above.

• Biofuels, electricity, and electricity-based fuels in the transport sector. The directive is 
therefore very relevant for market uptake of renewable H2 and Power-to-X. 

• The New Electricity Market Design Directive (COM(2106)864) and Regulation 
(COM(2016)861) aim at creating the conditions for integrating high shares of variable 
RES inter alia by enabling liquid and well-functioning short-term electricity markets. 
The focus is on cross-border integration, capacity mechanisms, better inclusion of 
various flexibility options, and empowering consumers. Electricity storage is addressed 
thoroughly (including the definition of energy storage), hence the importance for 
hydrogen.

REFERENCES
1] https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-proposes-new-rules-consumer-

centred-clean-energy-transition
2] https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/technology-and-innovation/strategic-energy-

technology-plan
3] http://www.fch.europa.eu/

CONTACT INFORMATION     
Beatriz Acosta-Iborra   beatriz.acosta-iborra@ec.europa.eu

TABLE 1:

TRANSPORTATION STATUS OCT. 2016 
Fuel cell light duty vehicles 1760 planned, of which 240 deployed (through FCHJU) 

Fuel cell buses 206 planned (through FCHJU) of which 41 deployed (of which 5 discontinued) – 
targeted at > 700 by 2020

Fuel cell trucks 3 planned 
Forklifts 273 planned of which 105 deployed

H2 Refueling Stations 

70 MPa and 35 MPa, on-site production and delivered In total 81 HRSs for road transport (buses + cars) planned, of which 20 deployed

Stationary applications
Small CHP 3600 planned, of which 750 deployed 

Medium (5-400 kW) fuel cells 14 of which 7 deployed incl. uninterruptible power 
Large (0.3-10 MW) fuel cells 2 planned of which one deployed (in China) 

backup 19 deployed
H2 Production 

Water Electrolysis 11 planned (excl. HRS), 7 deployed

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-proposes-new-rules-consumer-centred-clean-energy-transition
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-proposes-new-rules-consumer-centred-clean-energy-transition
http://www.fch.europa.eu/
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

The development of fuel cells and hydrogen technologies in Israel is driven not only by private companies, 
academic research and government in parallel, but also by collaboration among them. In order to establish 
Israel as a center of knowledge and industry in the field of fuel alternatives for transportation, the Israeli 
government  launched a national program in 2010 to drive and catalyze the reduction of global dependence 
on crude oil. All partners in this initiative work closely together to promote fuel cells as a viable option.

There are fuel cell research groups in at least seven universities throughout the country; these groups 
often collaborate on their work. During the last decade many fuel cell papers were published by these 
groups. The papers have been cited extensively. In addition, there are several highly advanced industrial 
fuel cell enterprises conducting R&D and demonstration programs. These programs span a broad range of 
applications including stationary and automotive, as well as technologies such aslike SOFC and alkaline fuel 
cellsC and fuels such as  methanol, hydrogen, etc.

The Israeli government has developed a broad R&D governmental support system and established several 
activities focused on the development of fuel cells and Hydrogen applications. Among these activities is the 
TEPS group (Transportation Electric Power Solutions), which began in 2011.  TEPS is a unique collaboration 
between industry, academia and government that promotes advanced fuel cell technologies and solutions. 
The government, through the Ministry of Energy and Water, Ministry of the Economy, Ministry of Science 
and The Prime Minister’s Office, offers support to innovative research in this area; invests in and encourages 
private companies at various stages; supports national infrastructure; and supports international cooperation 
and collaboration. In 2016, the total of governmental support to these programs was about $10M. 

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

The Israeli government has developed a broad R&D governmental support system and established several 
activities focused on the development of fuel cells and hydrogen applications. Below is an example of such 
programs within the Ministry of Energy.

TABLE 1:

PROGRAM NAME ACADEMY CALL FOR PAPERS 

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES  2015 AND 2016 PROGRESS HIGHLIGHTS

Academy Call for 
Papers

Applicative 
Research Novelty and Business Horizon 4 Hydrogen and Fuel Cells researchers funded 

PROJECT NAME STRATEGY PROGRAM

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES  2015 AND 2016 PROGRESS HIGHLIGHTS

Strategy Program Commercial Pre 
seed Novelty and Business Horizon 1 Hydrogen and Fuel Cells project funded

PROJECT NAME DEMO AND PILOT PROGRAM

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES  2015 AND 2016 PROGRESS HIGHLIGHTS

Demo and Pilot 
Program

Commercial Level 
Demonstration

Maturity and Immediate Business 
Perspective

No Hydrogen and Fuel Cells projects were submitted during 
this period however, the program is open and ready to fund.

PROJECT NAME BIRD- BINATIONAL US ISRAELI R&D FUND

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES  2015 AND 2016 PROGRESS HIGHLIGHTS

BIRD- Binational US 
Israeli R&D Fund

Industrial R&D 
Collaboration

Maturity, Immediate Business 
Perspective, Clear Business 
Benefit for all participants.

1 ongoing project in Fuel Cells and Hydrogen

dr. ayelet walter, dr. igOr derzy Of miniStry Of energy, repreSentatiVeS fOr iSrael

UPDATE
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MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

There are several researchers, startups and companies that work to develop, and 
employ various Hydrogen related technologies to fulfill unmet needs within the energy 
sector that can be defined as “other applications.”

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. Ayelet Walter  ayeletw@energy.gov.il
Dr. Igor Derzy     igord@energy.gov.il

TABLE 2:

POWER SECTOR APPLICATION COMMENTS

#1 Emergency Power Emergency Power Systems based on FC and Hydrogen Storage Few new Companies

#2 Airborne Power Proving Power for Drones and UAV to span over several hours of 
Operation

Few new Companies and 
Technologies

#3 Renewable  Energy Storage Providing means for storing and using Energy in R/E utilities, Using 
Hydrogen or Hydrogen Related technologies 3-4 companies

mailto:ayeletw@energy.gov.il
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

NEDO’s New Energy Technology Department oversees is promoting technology development  projects 
encompassing basic research, experimental studies, and the establishment of benchmarks and standards in 
cooperation with industry, academic institutions and public research institutes.  The scope of NEDO projects 
includes hydrogen supply and utilization technologies, as well as PEFC and SOFC. 

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

An overview of relevant policies, programs and in-country developments in hydrogen appears in table 1 
below.

TABLE 1:

PROGRAM 
NAME

STRATEGIC ROADMAP FOR HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS PROVIDED BY GOVERNMENT (METI) ON MARCH 
22

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES  2015 AND 2016 PROGRESS HIGHLIGHTS

FY 2015 and 
2016

METI’s Budget for 
Hydrogen in 2016;

Subsidy 
15.7 billion Yen

(excluding subsidy for 
FCV)

R&D:
12.2 billion Yen
(The details are 

described below)

The Revised Roadmap 
including new 

goals and specific 
explanations of efforts 
to be made has been 
released on 22 Mar., 

2016.
(the Roadmap was 

initially formulated in 
June 2014)

Highlights of the revision are as follows;
1. The future price targets for household fuel cell PEFC (polymer 

electrolyte fuel cells): 800 thousand yen by 2019 SOFC (solid oxide 
fuel cells): one million yen by 2021

2. Targets for dissemination of fuel cell vehicles About 40 thousand 
vehicles by 2020, about 200 thousand vehicles by 2025, and about 
800 thousand vehicles by 2030, in total

3. Targets for the construction of hydrogen stations  
About 160 stations by 2020 and about 320 stations by 2025

4. Descriptions concerning hydrogen power generation
5. Utilization of hydrogen generated using renewable energy

A summary of hydrogen specifics appears in table 2 below.

TABLE 2:

H2 PROJECT NAME DEVELOPMENT OF HYDROGEN UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGIES

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT 2015 AND 2016 HIGHLIGHTS

2013-2017 4.15 billion Yen in 
2016

• Three major subjects for HRS 
are as follows.

• Streamlining regulations
• Low cost equipment
• Reliability

• Based on the result of the 2015 interim project review, the 
project iscontinued until 2017 as planned.

H2 PROJECT NAME DEVELOPMENT OF H2GT & SUPPLY CHAIN

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT 2015 AND 2016 HIGHLIGHTS

2014-2020 2.6 billion Yen in 
2016

• The project for large scale 
energy utilization has begun 
in accordance with HFC 
strategic roadmap

• 4 demonstration projects have started.
• 2 projects for making hydrogen supply chain with liquefied 

hydrogen of organic chemical hydride
• 2 projects for developing hydrogen gas turbine and power 

generation system for industrial use

H2 PROJECT NAME DEVELOPMENT OF POWER TO GAS

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT 2015 AND 2016 HIGHLIGHTS

2014-2017 1.75 billion Yen in 
2016

• The project for Power to gas 
from Renewable energy is in 
progress.

• The construction of the first field demonstration project, 
which produces hydrogen from wind power via alkaline 
electrolysis, started in 2015.

FC PROJECT NAME DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL CELL

TERM FUNDING LEVEL PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES RELEVANT 2015 AND 2016 HIGHLIGHTS

2015-2019 3.7 billion Yen in 
2016

• Advanced PEFC Utilization 
Technologies

• From 2015, the project has been developing new material 
structure concepts and improve analysis technology.

2013-2017 • Technologies to Promote 
Practical Application of 
SOFCs

• The field test program for SOFC commercial model are 
being conducted to secure some data for commercialization 
relative to  durability, usability and so on.

maki hayaSaka Of new energy and induStrial technOlOgy deVelOpment OrganizatiOn (nedO), 
repreSentatiVe fOr Japan

UPDATE
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MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

FUEL CELL VEHICLES

INFRASTRUCTURE
TABLE 4:

HRS EARLY MARKET 
STATION OPEN TO 
PUBLIC OR FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH LAB 
AND/OR COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY HRS 
STATUS AND TYPE

Open 92 (@ 70MPa) - 92 (@ 70MPa)

Planned 8 - 8

Projected 160 @ 2020
320 @ 2025 - 160 @ 2020

320 @ 2025

[Osaka area]

15 stations

TABLE 3:

TRANSPORT 
SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED 

FCEVS

On Road 2 Approx. 2000 -

Planned - -

Projected 100 @ 2020 40,000 @ 2020
200,000 @ 2025
800,000 @ 2030

-

Definitions:
Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Status

• Open: The HRS is open and operational
• Planned:  A location and/or funding has been decided for the HRS
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Type
• Early Market:  HRS that will be open to the public and/or used for captive fleets
• Private research lab and/or company site:  Private R,D&D users include national/state/regional governments, private companies and 

cooperations by/between/among these entities

Definitions:
• On the road: in 2016
• Planned:  A fleet acquisition and/or funding decision has been made for buses; an estimate of FCEV passenger vehicles on road for 

next couple years by a reliable source, i.e., an automobile manufacturer, government agency or association
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year
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OTHER APPLICATIONS

The ENE-FARM, the fuel-
cell-micro-CHP systems for 
residential use, was launched 
in early 2009. The new models 
possess  additional functionality 
allowing them  to generate and 
supply power for households 
even in the case of a general 
blackout.  The price decreased 
and the installed number 
increased year by year with 
corresponding effects on the subsidy.  The cumulative number of installed systems was 
194,710 units by the end of fiscal year 2016.

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE

http://www.nedo.go.jp/english/index.html

OTHER IMPORTANT WEBSITES

http://fccj.jp/index_e.html

http://hysut.or.jp/en/index.html

http://www.hydrogen-navi.jp/index.html (in Japanese)

CONTACT INFORMATION
Maki Hayasaka:    Maki hayasakamak@nedo.go.
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ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

Strategy and priorities

In December of 2015, the Korean government established a plan for Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEV) and 
Hydrogen Refueling Stations (HRS). The plan focuses on R&D, HRS, regulation, incentives and propagation, 
and has set the target of 10% FCEV in the market by 2030. 

In August 2016, departments of the federal government, local governments and related manufacturers 
launched the “Hydrogen Alliance” or “H2Korea” to promote the hydrogen industry. This network will organize 
the working group leading the hydrogen industry. H2Korea members come from: three Departments of 
the Korean government, 3 local governments, FCEV and parts manufacturers, hydrogen manufacturers 
and suppliers, HRS installers, public companies and Academies. Implementing and working groups were 
organized in February 2017. 

Law and Regulation 

Like other members, Korea has many laws and regulations related to the FCEV and HRS.  Laws and 
regulations related to FCEVs and HRS that use hydrogen energy include: “Energy Act,” “Energy Use 
Rationalization Act,”  “Act on the Promotion of the Development, Use and Diffusion of New and Renewable 
Energy,” “Motor Vehicle Management Act,” and the “High-Pressure Gas Safety Control Act” Role of hydrogen 
in energy policy.

In the “Act on the Promotion of the Development, Use and Diffusion of New and Renewable Energy,” the 
Korean government defines hydrogen as a new energy and many policies and incentives are implemented 
to promote hydrogen energy in terms of reduced greenhouse emission, efficient energy, etc. 

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

CONTExT

In 2016, $34.66 million has been invested by the government: $7.77 million to hydrogen and $26.89 million 
to fuel cell technology.

SPECIFICS

        

dr. SeOk-Jai chOi fOr new and renewable energy center (kOrea energy agency)

UPDATE

TABLE 1:

H2 PROGRAM NAME DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF PACKAGE TYPE HYDROGEN REFUELING PLATFORM MODEL.

Term Funding Level Objectives/Priorities Relevant 2015 and 2016 Highlights

2016– 2019 ECONOMIC EFFICIENT PACKAGING OF COMPRESSION/STORAGE/FUELING EQUIPMENT

H2 Program Name Development of high pressure PEM electrolysis stack for economic hydrogen production

Term Funding Level Priorities/Activities Relevant 2015 and 2016 Highlights

2015– 2017 22 Nm3 H2/hr, 350bar PEM electrolysis 
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MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

40M ton of hydrogen is generated as a by-product in the chemical industry. 90% of 
this hydrogen is sent back to the process, resulting in a total of 185M tons of hydrogen 
produced and used.

Most fuel cells use hydrogen by reforming LNG gas.

GENERAL

Local governments are also implementing policies and increasing incentives to promote 
the FCEV and HRS market. In 2016, Ulsan Metro City demonstrated 10 FCEV taxis, 
fueling the taxis with hydrogen from a chemical plant in Ulsan. Gwangju Metro City 
planned a  2017 FCEV car sharing program.

The federal government promotes the purchase of FCEVs with a $25,000 subsidy, 
including a tax deduction of $14,000 maximum. Local governments provide anywhere 
from $9,000 to $25,000 to lower the price of FCEVs. In the public park lots, the fee is 
discounted 20– 50%.

The federal and local government provide $ 1.6M subsidy to HRS respectively.

FUEL CELL VEHICLES

INFRASTRUCTURE

TABLE 2:

TRANSPORT SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS

On Road 5 126 126

Planned 130 130

Projected (2030) 630 thousand (total)

TABLE 3:

HRS EARLY MARKET STATION OPEN 
TO PUBLIC OR FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH LAB AND/
OR COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY HRS 
STATUS AND TYPE

Open 10 10

Planned 10 10

Projected (2030) 520 (total) 520 (total)

Definitions:
• On the road: in 2016
• Planned:  A fleet acquisition and/or funding decision has been made for buses; an estimate of FCEV passenger vehicles on road for 

next couple years by a reliable source, i.e., an automobile manufacturer, government agency or association
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year
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MEMBER WEBSITE
1] Korea Energy Agency (KEA) www.energy.or.kr

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. Seok-Jai CHOI

Definitions:
Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Status

• Open: The HRS is open and operational
• Planned:  A location and/or funding has been decided for the HRS
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Type
• Early Market:  HRS that will be open to the public and/or used for captive fleets
• Private research lab and/or company site:  Private R,D&D users include national/state/regional governments, private companies and 

cooperations by/between/among these entities 



MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

The Netherlands’ Energy Agenda was recently published by the Ministry of Economic Affairs in December 
2016. This agenda defines long-term ambitions (looking towards 2050), focus and ways to move forward. 
The agenda also includes references to hydrogen in relation to: fuel for transport and mobility; sustainable 
chemical industry (power-to-chemicals and high-grade process heat); large-scale/seasonal storage of 
renewable energy; and use of renewable gas. Finally, this agenda seeks to limit the Netherlands’ automotive 
market to the sale of sell only sustainable cars in the Netherlands by the year 2035.

As well, there has been another Hydrogen innovation program started called the Part Top Consortium 
Knowledge and Innovation on Gas (TKI Gas). This program will have a start-up budget of 0.9 M€ by 2017.  
Another and there is a long-term program is under development as well.

Finally, they have launched a program for support of deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure. Launched 
in the first half of 2017, this program has an expected total 2017 budget of 15-20 M€ (for all fuels). This is 
scheduled as multi-year program. 

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

SPECIFICS 

The Netherlands has launched a national R&D project called ELECTRE, which focuses on lowering 
electrolyzer costs (Hydron Energy, ECN). Specifically, the project seeks to determine critical electrolyzer 
components via long-term testing and to extend electrolyzer life via component improvement. 

Currently, there are a various number of national demonstration projects ongoing in the Netherlands 
(Groningen, Eindhoven and Arnhem). The FCH-JU bus project 3EMotion features 2 buses (of  six (6) total 6) 
in Rotterdam in 2017. The ‘Interreg project Waterstofregio 2.0’ focuses on development and demonstration 
of a 40 ton truck and deployment of 2 more garbage trucks. Finally the FCH JU project H2FUTURE is 
currently testing 6MW PEM electrolysers. This includes deployment of a Siemens electrolyzser at steel plant 
Voestalpine in Linz, Austria and ECN involvement in performance analysis and impact assessments.   

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

GENERAL

There are Strong fiscal incentives for fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs), similar to full battery electric vehicles. 

Fuel Cell Vehicles

TABLE 1:

TRANSPORT SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS

On Road 4 31

Planned

Projected

An additional ten (10 ) light commercial vehicles and two (2) (garbage) trucks on the road.
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THE NETHERLANDS
dr. eVert eVertS and dr. marcel weeda Of netherlandS enterpriSe agency (ecn), repreSentatiVeS fOr the 
netherlandS

UPDATE
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INFRASTRUCTURE

The table below reports the status of the Netherlands’ hydrogen energy infrastructure.

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE
Netherlands Enterprise Agency www.rvo.nl

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. Evert Everts  evert.everts@rvo.nl

TABLE 2:

HRS EARLY MARKET STATION OPEN 
TO PUBLIC OR FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH LAB AND/OR 
COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY HRS 
STATUS AND TYPE

Open 2 1 3

Planned 3 1 4

Projected 6 6

Definitions:
• On the road: in 2016
• Planned:  A fleet acquisition and/or funding decision has been made for buses; an estimate of FCEV passenger vehicles on road for 

next couple years by a reliable source, i.e., an automobile manufacturer, government agency or association
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

Definitions:
Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Status

• Open: The HRS is open and operational
• Planned:  A location and/or funding has been decided for the HRS
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Type
• Early Market:  HRS that will be open to the public and/or used for captive fleets
• Private research lab and/or company site:  Private R,D&D users include national/state/regional governments, private companies and 

cooperations by/between/among these entities 
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NEW ZEALAND

MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

Under the Ministry of Business Innovation and Enterprise, New Zealand’s Energy Strategy 2011–2021 (http://
www.mbie.govt.nz/info-services/sectors-industries/energy/documents-image-library/nz-energy-strategy-lr.
pdf) is focused on four priorities: diverse resource development; environmental responsibility; achieving 
efficient use of energy; and promoting energy security and affordability.

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

Strategy and priorities

New Zealand’s Energy Strategy 2011–2021 was driven by the ratification of the 2015 Paris Agreement 
and its commitment to decrease levels of GHG by 30 per cent below 2005 levels by 2030. As well, New 
Zealand has: 1) instituted an electric vehicles program; 2) begun a review of the New Zealand Emissions 
Trading Scheme; 3) made changes to the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority’s levy funding, and 
4) created the Electricity Authority (EA), Commerce Commission and the Ministry of Business, Innovation 
and Employment (MBIE). MBIE takes account of the potential implications of emerging energy technologies.

The Draft New Zealand Energy and Conservation Strategy 2017 - 2021 (http://www.mbie.govt.nz/info-
services/sectors-industries/energy/energy-strategies/consultation-draft-replacement-new-zealand-energy-
efficiency-and-conservation-strategy/draft-replacement-nzeec-strategy.pdf) calls for a number of changes to 
the energy strategy. First, it sets a goal of decreasing industrial emissions intensity by one per cent per annum 
on average between 2017 and 2022. The goal is for electric vehicles to encompass 2% of their total fleet by 
2021. The Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority established a Low Emission Vehicles Contestable 
Fund of up to US$4 million per annum to encourage innovation and investment that will accelerate the uptake 
of low-emission vehicles (https://www.eeca.govt.nz/funding-and-support/electric-vehicles-programme/). In 
addition, the draft strategy seeks to increase the level of renewable electricity to 90% by 2025.

Law and Regulation

The energy Efficiency and Conservation Act was enacted in 2000. http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/
public/2000/0014/latest/DLM54948.html 

Role of hydrogen in energy policy

Hydrogen is covered under the generalized title of low emission vehicles.

Other in-country developments

Finally, the industry supported Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle Consortium (www.nzfuelcell.com) has been 
established to promote cost effective implementation of hydrogen technologies.

RELEVANT (NON-HYDROGEN) ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

New Zealand battery transport initiatives include investigation of bulk purchases of battery electric transport 
initiatives by public and private sectors. Government agencies will coordinate activities to support public 
charging infrastructure, providing provide tax exemptions on electric vehicles until they comprise two percent 
of the fleet. 

Furthermore, the government will allow electric vehicles in bus lanes and high-occupancy vehicle lanes on 
the State Highway network and local roads. It will provide US$700,000  annually for a nation-wide battery 

dr. JOnathan leaVer Of unitec inStitute Of technOlOgy and mr. mark pickup Of the miniStry Of buSineSS 
innOVatiOn and enterpriSe, repreSentatiVeS fOr new zealand

UPDATE
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electric vehicle information and promotion campaign over five years. It will also establish 
an electric vehicles leadership group across business, local and central government. 
Finally, the government will review tax depreciation rates and the method for calculating 
fringe benefit taxes to ensure electric vehicles are not being unfairly disadvantaged. 

HYDROGEN R&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

CONTExT

Initiatives applicable to hydrogen fuel cell vehicles include: tax exemptions on electric 
vehicles until they comprise two percent of the fleet; allowing electric vehicles in bus 
lanes and high-occupancy vehicle lanes on the State Highway network and local roads; 
and a review of tax depreciation rates and the method for calculating fringe benefit tax to 
ensure electric vehicles are not being unfairly disadvantaged.

Currently, there are a number of on-going hydrogen R&D research programs in New 
Zealand. Unitec Institute of Technology is developing the UniQuad fuel cell farm bike 
for completion in 2017. It has a Li-FeYPO4 12kWh battery; 3 kW PEM fuel cell and 1 
kg H2 700 bar(g) fuel tank. Callaghan Innovation has commercialized HyLink™, a local 
hydrogen generation and storage system. This 5.5kWe alkaline electrolyzer stores up to 
80MJ (HHV hydrogen at 3.5barg) underground. The hydrogen in used to heat water and 
for a range of cooking appliances (www.hylink.nz). The role of hydrogen in the transport 
sector was part of the 2016 Royal Society report “Transition to a low-carbon economy for 
New Zealand” (http://hdl.handle.net/10652/3594).

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS 

As of this writing, there no fuel cell buses or passenger vehicles on road, planned or 
projected.  Relative to infrastructure, 1 private HRS is expected in 2018.

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE

1] Ministry of Business Innovation and Enterprise   http://www.mbie.govt.nz/ 
2] Unitec Institute of Technology               http://www.unitec.ac.nz 

CONTACT INFORMATION
Jonathan Leaver, Unitec Institute of Technology                    jleaver@unitec.ac.nz 
Mark Pickup, Ministry of Business Innovation and Enterprise Mark.Pickup@mbie.govt.nz 

MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

UNIQUAD FUEL CELL UTILITY TASK VEHICLE 
(www.unitec.ac.nz) 

HYLINKTM  WITH ELECTROLYZER AND  
INSTANT HOT WATER HEATER.  

(www.hylink.nz)
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RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

Norwegian electricity production is based almost 100% on renewable energy sources — mainly hydropower. 
Currently, renewable energy accounts for slightly more than 60% of the total energy consumption (including 
transport, etc.).  The 2020 target for renewable energy consumption is 67%. A common green certificate 
(which are a tradable commodity between Norway and Sweden proving that certain electricity is generated 
from using renewable energy sources)  is expected to promote 28TWh of new installed capacity from wind, 
hydro and other renewable sources.

Norway is by far the world’s leading nation in the number of battery electric vehicles (BEV) per capita. More 
than 100,000 vehicles have been sold during the last few years. This is mainly due to very good incentives 
for buying and using BEV. The same conditions (even slightly better) are available for Hydrogen electric 
vehicles (HEV), which will, most likely, establish Norway as an important early market for HEV. The main 
challenge is to build enough Hydrogen refilling stations (HRS) to cover most of the country.

The Parliament has issued a white paper with clear plans for introducing hydrogen in the transport sector. 
Municipalities in several counties also have plans for producing and utilizing Hydrogen. Use of hydrogen in 
the maritime sector -- for ferries, local public boats, supply ships, etc. – is of special interest. 
RELEVANT ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

ENERGIX is the main R&D program for  sustainable 
energy. It covers all areas except CCS, where there is a 
dedicated program. The annual budget for ENERGIX is 
approximately US$52 million. The main areas of study 
include renewable energy, energy systems and energy 
use (including transport). There is an increased focus on 
energy use in transport, as this sector is key to reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions in Norway. 

Hydrogen R&D activities are covered under the ENERGIX 
program. Funding for hydrogen projects from the 
Research Council was approximately US$2.5 million 
in 2016. Electrolysis is the main topic under Hydrogen; 
the Norwegian company New NEL Hydrogen is a world 
leading company in this field. There are also world-class 
R&D groups within fuel cells and electrolysis fields in 
Norway. 

One project of special interest is a collaboration between 
SINTEF and companies from Japan and other countries. They are studying the possibility of producing 
hydrogen from wind energy and reformation of natural gas to produce reformation (which produces liquefied 
hydrogen) which is then transported in large LNG-type vessels to Japan or southern Europe.

trygVe u. riiS Of the reSearch cOuncil Of nOrway, repreSentatiVe fOr nOrway

NORWEGIAN HYDROGEN FORUM, ALON WITH 
SEVERAL COMPANIES, HAD A PAVILION AT THE 
HYDROGEN/FUEL CELLS EXPO IN TOKYO, EARLY 
MARCH 2017.
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E. MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL 
CELLS

GENERAL

The following market/commercial activities are noteworthy:
• NEL Hydrogen is a world leading Electrolyzer Company. They are now delivering the 

world’s most energy efficient and robust Electrolyzer in new, lo cost, high-pressure 
containerized solutions. They have also developed a 400 MW large scale unit. NEL 
Hydrogen has a contract to build 7 HRS in California for Shell.

• The Fuel Retail Company UNO-X and NEL Hydrogen have clear plans for building 20 
HRSnby 2020.

• The Norwegian food distributor ASKO has been given funding to demonstrage four large 
Hydrogen-trucks in Trondheim. Ten forklifts are also part of this project. 

• Fiskerstrand Holding has received funding from the Research Council and Innovation 
Norway to build the world’s first Hydrogen Hybrid ship, to be demonstrated in 2020.

• Sogn og Fjordane County Municipality has initiated a project to establish the county as a 
strong region for the development of hydrogen as energy carrier and commercialization of 
hydrogen.

FUEL CELL VEHICLES

Buses

5 buses have been running for 3-4 years as part 
of then EU CHIC project. The operation will be 
extended for 2 more years. There are plans for 
a new bus project as well. Several new publicly- 
backed initiatives — for instance, hydrogen  
powered passenger trains on certain routes —
are under consideration at the national level.

Passenger car

Around 40 passenger cars have been sold. At 
present, 6 HRs are in operation. There are plans 
for 20 more by 2020. Public entity Enova has 
a new and “recommitted” mandate to support 
HRS. Enova plans to launch a co-support 
scheme by summer 2017.

REFERENCES  
1] Research Council of Norway www.forskningsradet.no
2] Norwegian Hydrogen Forum www.hydrogen.no

CONTACT INFORMATION
Trygve U. Riis tur@forskningsradet.no
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION (PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP/ASSOCIATION) AND MISSION/PURPOSE 

NOW GmbH, National Organisation Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology, is a programme management 
organisation of the German federal government focused on fostering sustainable mobility and energy. It is 
responsible for the coordination and management of the National Innovation Programme Hydrogen and Fuel 
Cell Technology (NIP), the Local Electric Mobility Funding Programme (Förderprogramm Elektromobilität vor 
Ort) and the Recharging Infrastructure Funding Guideline (Förderrichtlinie Ladeinfrastruktur) of the Federal 
Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI). All three programmes were initiated for market 
preparation or for accompanying the market introduction of the technologies. 

NOW GmbH supports research, development and primarily demonstration activities along with procurement 
initiatives for the purpose of market activation. The primary task of NOW involves initiating and/or evaluating 
projects and bundling these in such a manner that their synergistic effects can be exploited. NOW also 
undertakes so-called cross-sectional tasks, which include international collaborations, communication at the 
interface of politics, industry and science, as well as public relations in order to raise overall awareness of 
the technologies and products. On behalf of the BMVI, NOW also supports the further development of the 
Mobility and Fuel Strategy (MKS – Mobilitäts und Kraftstoffstrategie).

dr. klauS bOnhOff and dr. hannO butSch, repeSentatiVeS fOr the natiOnal OrganiSatiOn hydrOgen and 
fuel cell technOlOgy (nOw gmbh)

UPDATE

GRAPHIC 1: INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEM WITH HYDROGEN
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DESCRIPTION OF ORGANIZATION’S “CORE BUSINESS”

National Innovation Programme Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology (short: NIP)

In 2008, the NIP was established as a ten-year programme for the market preparation of 
hydrogen and fuel cell technology (H2FC technology). NIP represented the starting point 
for more than 400 projects—from approximately 200 supported companies and scientific 
bodies—to be concluded by the end of 2016. As a result of NIP, German industry was 
encouraged to make investments totaling up to 4.5 billion € in research and development. 
This not only ensured and created highly qualified jobs, but also contributed to shaping 
global leadership in this technology segment. 

In this first phase, NIP has successfully demonstrated the suitability of H2FC technology 
and its fundamental marketability in various areas of application. The programme’s 
four large lighthouse projects were able to test and confirm everyday conditions in the 
following areas: the technological maturity of fuel cell vehicles, fuel cell heating devices 
and systems and fuel cell-based emergency power supply systems. The insights gained 
in further individual NIP projects led to the development of approaches and strategies 
for diverse aspects of H2FC technology in various areas of application. The results of 
NIP projects show that fuel cells and hydrogen have the potential to make a decisive 
contribution to a sustainable and integrated energy system. Fuel cells and hydrogen are 
potentially capable of harnessing renewable energies, increasing efficiency, conserving 
resources. In addition, they are user-friendly and low maintenance and  robust.

Through the coordinated activities of the applied R&D along with large-scale 
demonstration projects, the technology has developed in significantly terms of lifetime, 
reliability and cost-effectiveness. Most manufacturers of H2FC products have completed 
the R&D phase and are now optimizing their applications in demonstration projects.  
German manufacturers are now offering products suitable for everyday use in the heating 
industry as well as in the area of critical power supply (including critical communication 
infrastructures). Fuel cell vehicles and the associated H2 refueling infrastructure were 
introduced to the market in 2015. NIP projects have proven that the technologies 
are suitable for everyday use and that they meet the technical parameters of market 
demands. The costs of the technology could be reduced by 50– 75% depending on the 
application. The cost of an H2 refueling station, for example, has halved from 2 million 
€ in 2008 to 1 million € in 2014. In addition, a sector with more than 500 firms has been 
established.

HYDROGEN R,D&D

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

In September 2016, the federal cabinet adopted the H2FC technology government 
programme (NIP II) for the period 2016 to 2026. The continuation of the interdepartmental 
NIP programmes ensures continuity for R&D and addresses the issue of necessary 
support of initial products for the purpose of market activation. The NIP programme is 
implemented through the relevant actions of the participating federal ministries. The 
Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI) is initially allocating 250 
million euros for the support of H2FC technology thru 2019. The Federal Ministry for 
Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) is continuing its funding of H2FC technology at  
the level of  approximately  25 million € annually in the area of applied research and 
development within the 6th Energy Research Programme. In addition, the BMWi has set 
up a funding programme under the National Action Plan on Energy Efficiency (NAPE) 
for the purchase of fuel cell heating devices for private customers. The NIP programme 
continues to be supported by the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature 
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Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety (BMUB) as well as the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research (BMBF), within the structures of NOW.

The objective of the measures in the continuation of NIP is to create the framework 
conditions in Germany to enable commercial use of this technology. 

STATUS, PARTICIPATION, FUNDING AND HIGHLIGHTS OF R,D&D PROGRAMS, 
PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

R&D activities in NIP II concentrate on cost reduction through economies of scale, 
decreasing the weight and volume of the fuel cells as well as reducing the general 
system complexity. Furthermore, reliability, service life and efficiency will be increased 
and operating conditions improved. In demonstration projects, NIP II will achieve market 
preparation and technology validation of reliable products under everyday real life 
conditions. Another priority is customer acceptance and supplier industry motivation. 
Objectives for the establishment and development of the hydrogen chain in the area of 
energy technology include the production of hydrogen from renewable energy sources 
(especially through electrolysis), as well as its storage in larger quantities.

MARKET-RELATED/COMMERCIAL HYDROGEN ACTIVITIES

Within market activation in NIP II, aside from enhancing the expertise of German industry 
in developing competitive products, the development of the demand side is paramount. 
NIP II supports the areas where German industry is already investing the heaviest. 
These include fuel cell drives for road transport as well as setting up a reliable H2 supply 
infrastructure, including the development of uniform norms and standards. H2 generation 
from renewable energies represents another pillar, covering electrolysis/electricity-
based fuels. Additionally, key focus areas include highly efficient, decentralized power 
generation (such as combined heat and power with fuel cells for household energy 
supply), as well as industry and electricity supply. It is also important to ensure added 
value for fuel cells and system components as this technology expands throughout 
Germany. 

TABLE 1:

HRS STATIONS OPEN TO PUBLIC OR FLEET COMMENTS

Open 35 constructed 

Planned 15 (under construction)

Projected 6 (application process)
Long-term goal: 

100 filling stations by 2020
400 filling stations by 2025

TABLE 2:

BUILDING SECTOR APPLICATION # COMMENTS

#1 Fuel cell-based CHP systems 1290 

Totaling approximately 6.8 million Euros, the funding is designed 
to support the testing of potential business models and the 
construction of larger energy supply facilities for industrial 

application.

#2
Large fuel cell based CHP 

systems with a power range of 
between 100 and 400 kW

2
Will ensure energy supply for larger properties and industrial 

facilities. Specifically, the systems will be used in a hotel and in a 
deep-freeze warehouse.

#3
Fuel cell heating appliances in 

the power range of 0,25 to 5 kW 
electric power

343

Kfw subsidy 433 programme “Energy efficient construction and 
renovation – fuel cell grant”: 

investment grants for single and two-family homes and owner-
occupied apartments in home owner associations.
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REFERENCES
1] Member website:   www.now-gmbh.de 
2] Other Important websites:  www.bmvi.de 

     www.h2-genehmigung.de
     www.h2-mobility.de

     www.cleanenergypartnership.de

     www.ibz-info.de

     www.cleanpowernet.de 

CONTACT INFORMATION
NOW GmbH 
National Organisation Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology
Fasanenstr. 5  
D-10623 Berlin
Germany
Phone: +49-(0)30-311 61 16-00

Member email:  kontakt@now-gmbh.de

Member website: www.now-gmbh.de

http://www.bmvi.de/
http://www.h2-genehmigung.de/
http://www.h2-mobility.de/
http://www.cleanenergypartnership.de/
http://www.ibz-info.de/
http://www.cleanpowernet.de/
http://www.now-gmbh.de/
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SOUTHERN COMPANY

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

ELECTRIC UTILITY; NATURAL GAS UTILITY; TELECOM UTILITY; DISTRIBUTED ENERGY SERVICES

Southern Company (NYSE: SO) is America’s premier energy company, with 46,000 MW of generating 
capacity and 1,500 billion cubic feet of combined natural gas consumption and throughput volume serving 9 
million customers through its subsidiaries. Operations include nearly 200,000 miles of electric transmission 
and distribution lines, and more than 80,000 miles of natural gas pipeline.

The company provides clean, safe, reliable and affordable energy through electric operating companies in 
four states, natural gas distribution companies in seven states, a competitive generation company serving 
wholesale customers across America and nationally recognized provider of energy solutions, as well as fiber 
optics and wireless communications.

Southern Company brands are known for excellent customer service, high reliability and affordable prices 
that are below the national average. Through an industry-leading commitment to innovation, the company 
and its subsidiaries are inventing America’s energy future by developing the full portfolio of energy resources, 
which include carbon-free nuclear, 21st century coal, natural gas, renewables and energy efficiency, as well 
as creating new products and services for the benefit of customers.  

2016 financial information (from Southern Company 2016 Annual Report) http://s2.q4cdn.com/471677839/
files/doc_financials/annual2016/2016-AR_v2.pdf: 

• Operating revenue = $19,896,000,000
• Earnings = $2,448,000,000
• 195,641,000,000 kWh sold
• 349,000,000 mmBtu sold
• 9,179,000 total utility customers 

BRIEF ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY

R&D at Southern Company: Our history of innovation begins in 1969, when Alvin Vogtle tapped former 
Manhattan Project scientist Bill Harrison to build a research and development program. Through the 
decades, Southern Company has delivered clean, safe, reliable and affordable energy through industry-
breaking innovations. Today, we’re the only U.S. electric utility focusing on robust R&D that will solve energy 
challenges for years to come.

ROLE OF HYDROGEN IN ORGANIZATION BUSINESS

Southern Company R&D is investigating the potential of hydrogen as an additional energy carrier, energy 
storage medium, transportation fuel and distributed energy resource. 

HYDROGEN R,D&D

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND 
INITIATIVES

R&D has focused on understanding relevant hydrogen production 
technology, hydrogen utilization technology, and using this 
knowledge to plan for technical demonstrations and evaluate current 
and future value propositions.  Our approach for hydrogen research 
is to maximize impact through value-added collaborations, including 

dr. nOah d. meekS, repreSentatiVe fOr SOuthern cOmpany SerViceS, inc.

UPDATE
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US Department of Energy, IEA Hydrogen, Electric Power Research Institute, vendors 
and technology suppliers and national labs. 

FUNDING AND ACTIVITIES

In 2016, funding supported a research engineer at the level of a 0.7 full-time employee 
(FTE).  In 2017, funding again supported a research engineer at the 0.7 FTE level  with 
additional outside services and project budget. 

In addition to evaluating commercial opportunities with multiple partners, the following 
are current R&D hydrogen-related projects:

• hydrogen energy storage valuation
• understanding global pathways to high renewables penetration
• evaluation of thermochemical cycles for hydrogen production
• evaluation of hybrid sulfur cycle with molten salt nuclear reactors
• dehydrogenation of liquid organic hydrogen carrier (LOHC) for hydrogen industrial gas 

applications
• photolysis of waste gases using nanostructured bioreactor

Project partners and outside service providers for the above projects include: Allen 
Analytics, Meridian Energy Policy, AECOM, Savannah River National Laboratory, Idaho 
National Laboratory, United Hydrogen, Hydrogenious and University of Kentucky. 

MARKET-RELATED/COMMERCIAL HYDROGEN ACTIVITIES

There are currently two commercial applications of hydrogen within Southern Company.  
The thermal power plants use hydrogen to cool the generators, and Southern LINC (a 
telecom subsidiary) uses hydrogen fuel cells for back-up power and cell phone towers.  
In both applications, hydrogen is procured from a commercial vendor and stored on-site 
as either a liquid or a gas. 

REFERENCES 
1] http://www.southernco.com

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Noah D. Meeks, Ph.D. 
Sr. Research Engineer
R&D
Southern Company Services, Inc

ndmeeks@southernco.com
+1-205-257-6136

mailto:ndmeeks@southernco.com
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

The 2015 presentation “ENERGY POLICIES OF IEA COUNTRIES - SPAIN 2015 REVIEW” drew the 
following main conclusions: 

• Thanks to the rapid growth of renewable energies, Spain was able to decrease energy imports from 80% of 
its energy supply in 2009 to 70% of its supply in 2014; Implementation of  the market reform regulations law 
of 2013 (Ley del Sector Eléctrico 24/2013) has led to increased financial stability in the electricity sector; and 
Diversification of NG import sources and their increased storage capacity has led to enhanced security of 
energy supply in the gas sector. 

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

Strategy and priorities

In line with the European policy proposal, the three core objectives of Spanish government action are: 1) to 
make energy efficiency a national policy priority; 2) to bet on renewable energy; and 3) to improve conditions 
for energy. 

Spain ranks above average among European countries with a high proportion of electricity generation 
from renewable energies. In addition, Spain has already met the 2020 goal of achieving 20% renewable 
energy use relative to national energy consumption. In 2016, renewable energy sources generated 40.8% of 
Spanish electricity. Wind energy accounted for 19.3%;  hydropower accounted for 14.6%; and  solar energy 
accounted for 5.2%. 

FIGURE 1. ENERGY PRODUCTION, SPAIN 2016. (REE)

In addition to this overall target, Spain and other EU member states have adopted a target for renewables to 
cover 10% of transport fuel demand in 2020.

Law and Regulation

Spain’s main energy policy goals are derived from the EU directives. For example, EU law sets requirements 
for electricity and natural gas markets, as well as energy efficiency in buildings and applicances. The 
European Union targets for 2020 on GHG reduction, renewable energy and energy efficiency are shaping 
Spain’s energy policy.

Role of hydrogen in energy policy

In compliance with the European Directive 2014/94 on the deployment of alternative fuels, Spain has 
published “Marco de Acción Nacional de Energías Alternativas en el Transporte a la Comisión Europea” 
(2016). Hydrogen is included in this National Action Framework due to its great potential. This strategy 
envisions the presence of 20 HRS and 500 FCV in 2020 in Spain.

m. pilar argumOSa Of natiOnal inStitute fOr aerOSpace technOlOgy (inta), repreSentatiVe fOr Spain
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RELEVANT (NON-HYDROGEN) ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS 

A new funding program called “Fondo Nacional de Eficiencia Energética (2014-2020),” 
focusing on energy efficiency and savings, has been launched (Ley 18/2014). €221.8 
million in funding has been allocated to this program.

In 2016 a new transportation focused project called ‘‘Plan MOVEA” was launched. 
The project provides subsidies of 13.3 million euros for electric mobility. This measure 
was introduced in Spain during the 2014-2020 period under “Estrategia de Impulso 
del Vehículo con Energías Alternativas (VEA).” Promoted by the Ministry of Economy, 
Industry and Competitiveness, VEA is an aid plan that aims to give financial grants 
which encourage consumers to purchase alternative energy vehicles and supports the 
introduction of recharging points. 

In 2017, the plan MOVEA will allocate up to €12 million distributed in the following manner: 
€7 million for passenger cars; €4 million for light commercial vehicles; and €1 million 
for the building of charging points for electric cars. Specifically, “Plan MOVEA” provides 
subsidies of up to €5500 per consumer and up 4,000 per company who purchases an 
electric vehicle. Subsidies for related recharging point installation could up to €1000.

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

CONTExT

The Spanish Strategy for Science, Technology and Innovation Program of 2013-2016 
covers “Hydrogen and fuel cells” R&D initiatives as a priority topic. This includes 
activities to promote the production, storage and distribution of hydrogen; research and 
development on Hydrogen and fuel cell technologies; and end user applications. New 
R&D programs for the next period have not yet been published. 

SPECIFICS
• RENOVAGAS project (P2G) (2014-2016): based on the technology of “power to gas”, 

this project has developed and operated a 15 kW (2 Nm3/h) SNG plant from biogas and 
methanation with hydrogen produced from renewable energies. ENAGAS is the project 
lead; other participants include Abengoa Hidrógeno, Gan Natural Fenosa, FCC AQUALIA, 
TECNALIA, ICP-CSIC and CNH2. MINECO, the Spanish Economy Ministry, has funded 
this project. The results have proven the technical and economic viability of the “power 
to methane” systems. The gas produced can be injected directly into the NG network as 
it complies with the quality gas Spanish standards. In addition, analysis of bigger plants 
(scaled up to 250 kWel) has was undertaken to inform future actions. 

FIGURE 2. RENOVAGAS. POWER TO GAS PROCESS. (GAS NATURAL FENOSA)
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• AURORA project: aims to develop a renewable energy mobile power system 
(FV+Wind+H2 and FCs) that can be used in remote construction sites. AURORA is  
financed by the National Industrial Technology Development Centre (CDTI) and via a 
public-private partnership between Kemtecnia, Ariema Enexia, and Sacyr Construcción. 

• ENHIGMA project (2016-2019): focused on PEM electolyzer cells optimization. Funding is 
provided by National fundings (MINECO) and a public-private partnership between: Adix 
Ingeniería, Hidrógena, ITECAM, Asociación de la Industria Navarra, FLUBETECH, and 
CNH2.

• PLUS H2-BOAT (2016-2017): Focuses on using FC system to power a conventional ICE 
boat. Partners include Catalonya University and OTEM2000.

• SHIPS4BLUE (2017-2018). Analyzes the feasibility of an innovative wind-powered 
system, which uses  wind sail technology to produce energy. Funding was provided on 
a regional level by the Cantabria Government and by SODERCAN S.A. Public-private 
partnership between: Calvo Construcciones, Montaje S.L., Bound4Blue S.L., FIHAC, and 
CNH2. 

• COOPERA (2014-2016) & CONFIGURA (2017 – 2020): Model Predictive Control of 
Reconfigurable Microgrids with hybrid and mobile energy storage. National funding from  
MINECO; partners: INTA, US, CNH2.

• RENFE (state-owned company that operates freight and passenger trains) participated 
in an EU proposal to the LIFE call to test the use of H2 trains (FEVE  3100 model) in the 
national railway infrastructure relative to technical and economic viability. Renfe, Alstom 
and ENAGAS are party to the proposal, which requests 2.6 million euros of funding.

 

TABLE 1:
H2 PROJECT NAME PRIORITIES/ACTIVITIES

HYACINTH (FCH) H2 acceptance in Transition Phase (2014-2017)

BIGHIT(FCH) Building innovative green hydrogen systems in an isolated territory. Orkney (Scotland) (2016-2021)

HYTECHCYCLING (FCH) New technologies and strategies for FCs & H2 technologies in the phase of recycling and 
dismantling(2016-2019)

ELYntegration (FCH) Grid Integrated multi-MW high-p Alkaline Electrolysers for Energy Applications (2015-2018)

ELY4OFF (FCH) PEM electrolysers for operation with off-grid renewable installations (2016-2019)

SUSTAIN HUTS (LIFE) Integration of RES and H2 technologies in sustainable shelters (2016-2020).

FLUIDCELL (FP7-JTI) Advanced m-CHP fuel CELL system novel bio-ethanol Fluidized bed membrane reformer) (2014-2017)

H2PiyR (Interreg) H2 corridor through the Pyrenees (2016-2019)

TABLE 2:

TRANSPORT SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS

On Road 0 0 0

Planned

Projected 500
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MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

While national companies are not yet producing hydrogen related market goods, there 
are industrial initiatives, like the AURORA project, which aim to develop commercial 
products such as the RREE mobile power container. 

GENERAL

Fuel Cell Vehicles

Infrastructure 

*H2PiyR: This Interreg EU project foresees the operation of 10 HRS along Spain (6), 
Andorra and France regions, and 16 FC vehicles: industrial, buses and private cars.

FIGURE 3. H2PIYR HRS LOCATIONS.

TABLE 3:

HRS EARLY MARKET STATION 
OPEN TO PUBLIC OR FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH LAB 
AND/OR COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY HRS 
STATUS AND TYPE

Open 6 6

Planned 4* 4*

Projected 11 11

Definitions:
• On the road: in 2016
• Planned:  A fleet acquisition and/or funding decision has been made for buses; an estimate of FCEV passenger vehicles on road for 

next couple years by a reliable source, i.e., an automobile manufacturer, government agency or association
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year
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OTHER APPLICATIONS

Hydrogen is used widely in the Spanish industrial sector, mainly in agriculture (for 
hydrogenation of fats), chemical (ammonia synthesis) and refinery processes. However, 
pertinent statistics not available for these applications.

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE

www.inta.es

OTHER IMPORTANT WEBSITES

www.minetad.gob.es

www.idae.es

www.enagas.es

www.ree.es

CONTACT INFORMATION
M. Pilar Argumosa    argumosa@inta.es

Definitions:
Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Status

• Open: The HRS is open and operational
• Planned:  A location and/or funding has been decided for the HRS
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Type
• Early Market:  HRS that will be open to the public and/or used for captive fleets
• Private research lab and/or company site:  Private R,D&D users include national/state/regional governments, private companies and 

cooperations by/between/among these entities 

http://www.inta.es/
http://www.minetad.gob.es/
http://www.idae.es/
http://www.enagas.es/
http://www.ree.es/
mailto:argumosa@inta.es
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT POLICIES AND IN-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

Strategy and priorities

Sweden has the following goals for the transport sector: 
• Fossil fuel-independent vehicle fleet by 2030 (70% renewables in transport sector) 
• Fossil-fuel free transport sector by 2045

Role of hydrogen in energy policy

Hydrogen is considered as a potential fuel for conversion to achieve  the above mentioned targets, especially 
for heavy-duty and long-distance transports. 

RELEVANT (NON-HYDROGEN) ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

During 2015 - 2016 over 1 billion SEK has been distributed to various  programs described below.

TABLE 1:

PROGRAM NAME FUNDING LEVEL/TERM PRIORITIES AND 2015-2016  PROGRESS HIGHLIGHTS

Climate step (Swedish 
Environmental protection Agency) 

Ca 700 million SEK/year until 2020.
 Over 1 billion SEK has been 
distributed to different actions.

Actions that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. For example, 
installing electric charging stations or renewable fuels stations, 
building new biogas production plants and other actions that 

support transition from fossil fuels to renewables.
This includes hydrogen. 

Energy efficiency in the transport 
sector (Swedish Energy Agency)

Total budget of 175 million SEK, 
2014-2019

Policy studies, examining driving forces for energy efficient 
behavior, transport-efficient urban development, and shift to 

energy-efficient transport modes.  

Vehicle Strategic Research and 
Innovation 1 billion SEK/year 

Cooperation between the state and the automotive industry on 
joint funding for research, innovation and development activities 

focusing on Climate, Environment and Safety.

Renewable fuels and systems 
(Swedish Energy Agency) 44 million for 2014-2017

Analysis to support the decision-making processes and increased 
system understanding among politicians, government, industry 

and other organizations in renewable fuel matters.

Battery Fund Program (Swedish 
Energy Agency) 205 million SEK for 2013-2020 A research and development program focusing on the fields of 

battery reuse, recycling and vehicle batteries.

National Regional Fund Program 
(Swedish Energy Agency)

This program is a part of the 
European Regional Development 

Fund. 

80 million SEK/year during the 
period 2015-2020

Support small- and medium sized enterprises to implement 
energy efficient measures. 

Technology outreach for fuel cells 
(Swedish Energy Agency) 4 million SEK 2017-2019 Dissemination activities and projects in the field of fuel cells and 

hydrogen. 

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

Hydrogen actions are eligible for funding under Climate Step and the Swedish funding mechanism for pilot 
and demonstration projects. For the latter, all energy system demonstration projects – including transport 
within the energy system – are eligible for funding, which has no set limits.

StiVa liwiz Of the SwediSh energy agency, repreSentatiVe fOr Sweden
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The Strategic Vehicle Research and Innovation Program–—Fordonstrategisk 
Forskning och Innovation (FFI)—is a competence centre, i.e., the result of the Swedish 
government’s collaboration with the automotive industry and universities.  This R&D 
program researches fuel cells and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs).

The Swedish Energy Agency is financing a research project on fuel flexible gas turbines 
at Lund University. Hydrogen incorporation into flames under gas turbine conditions 
investigates co-combustion of hydrogen and simple hydrocarbons.

MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

GENERAL

In the private sector, the following companies are active in the hydrogen and fuel cell 
space:  

• PowellCell AB – developer and manufacturer of PEFC fuel cells, diesel reformers and fuel 
cell systems

• myFC – manufacturer and developer of commercial portable fuel cells
• Sandvik – developer and producer of specialty metal products
• Catator – specialist in customized catalytic process design
• Cellkraft AB – produces robust PEFC

The following private sector initiatives are noteworthy:

HYBRIT(Hydrogen Breakthrough Ironmaking Technology), an industrial collaboration 
(SSAB, LKAB och Vattenfall) aims to zero out carbon dioxide emissions from ironmaking 
by eliminating the need to use fossil fuel for iron ore reduction in blast furnaces and 
substituting hydrogen from “clean electricity.”    

Kalmar, a Cargotec affiliate, has started a cooperation with SSAB to develop a hydrogen-
powered medium-range forklift truck. https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/kalmar-partners-
with-ssab-to-develop-a-medium-range-fuel-cell-forklift

FUEL CELL VEHICLES

TABLE 2:

TRANSPORT SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER REGISTERED FCEVS

On Road 0 Ca 20 Ca 20

Planned 10 - -

Projected 0 - -

https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/kalmar-partners-with-ssab-to-develop-a-medium-range-fuel-cell-forklift
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/kalmar-partners-with-ssab-to-develop-a-medium-range-fuel-cell-forklift
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Sweden’s hydrogen infrastructure situation as of year-end 2016 is summarized below.

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE
1] http://www.energimyndigheten.se/en/

OTHER IMPORTANT WEBSITES
1] http://www.vatgas.se/in-english/

CONTACT INFORMATION
Stiva Liwiz   stiva.liwiz@energimyndigheten.se

TABLE 3:

HRS
EARLY MARKET STATION 

OPEN TO PUBLIC OR 
FLEET

PRIVATE RESEARCH 
LAB AND/OR 

COMPANY SITE

HRS SUBTOTALS BY HRS STATUS AND 
TYPE

Open 4 1 5

Planned 2 - 2

Projected 8 - 8

Definitions:
• On the road: in 2016
• Planned:  A fleet acquisition and/or funding decision has been made for buses; an estimate of FCEV passenger vehicles on road for 

next couple years by a reliable source, i.e., an automobile manufacturer, government agency or association
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

Definitions:
Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Status

• Open: The HRS is open and operational
• Planned:  A location and/or funding has been decided for the HRS
• Projected:  A government/agency has made an estimate/target for a particular year

Hydrogen Refueling Station (HRS) Type
• Early Market:  HRS that will be open to the public and/or used for captive fleets
• Private research lab and/or company site:  Private R,D&D users include national/state/regional governments, private companies and 

cooperation among these entities.  

http://www.energimyndigheten.se/en/
mailto:stiva.liwiz@energimyndigheten.se
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Economic and technological developments, as well as political decisions 
within Switzerland and abroad, are currently leading to fundamental changes 
in the energy markets. Energy Strategy 2050 has been developed in order 
to prepare for these developments. This should enable Switzerland to make 
advantageous use of the new starting position and maintain its high supply 
standard, while at the same time contribute to reducing Switzerland’s energy-
related environmental impact.

In 2016, a referendum was requested on the revision of the Energy Act 
(Energy Strategy 2050). On 21 May 2017, the Swiss electorate voted on this 
revised Energy Act and adopted it with a 58% majority. The revised Energy 
Act includes measures to increase energy efficiency (especially in buildings), 
to reduce overall energy consumption, and to promote renewable energy. 
In particular, they will focus on solar PV, water, and wind power (www.
energystrategy2050.ch).

The energy research carried out in the public sector is based on the energy 
research concept of the federal government, which is updated every four years 
by the Swiss Federal Energy Research Commission (CORE). The Swiss 
Federal Office of Energy (SFOE), in collaboration with other public and private 
funding institutions, coordinates various national research and demonstration 
activities. 

In operation since 2013, eight competence centers on energy research 
(SCCER) are now entering into a second phase (2017 to 2020). Two of them 
are dealing with electricity/heat storage (www.sccer-hae.ch) and mobility 
(www.sccer-mobility.ch), where Hydrogen and Fuel Cell topics are of major 
importance. As well, increased funding for pilot and demonstration projects 
has also been made available.

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

Hydrogen offers a high potential as an effective energy carrier when facing 
storage problems within a future energy supply based on renewable energy 
sources. 

The funds available in the Swiss Hydrogen Program (www.bfe.admin.ch/
research/hydrogen) and led by the SFOE are used as seed money to coordinate 
and initiate various activities in national research and demonstration projects. 

The main research institutions in the hydrogen research program are the 
Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology in Lausanne (www.epfl.ch), the Paul 
Scherrer Institut (www.psi.ch), the Swiss Materials Science & Technology 
Center (www.empa.ch), as well as Cantonal Universities (Geneva, Basel) and 
Universities of Applied Sciences (Fribourg, Winterthur, Bern). 

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. Stefan Oberholzer stefan.oberholzer@bfe.admin.ch
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SWITZERLAND
dr. Stefan OberhOlzer frOm the SwiSS federal Office Of energy, repreSentatiVe fOr Switzerland

UPDATE

FIGURE 1:

SOLAR CATAMARAN OF THE 
SWISS EXPEDITION “RACE FOR 
WATER ODYSSEY”,    LAUNCHED 
IN 2017. THE BOAT IS A FURTHER 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
“PLANETSOLAR” PROJECT: 

SURPLUS SOLAR ENERGY IS 
CONVERTED TO HYDROGEN ON 
BOARD (200 KG AT 350 BAR). IF 

NECESSARY, THIS ENERGY CAN 
BE USED AGAIN AS ELECTRIC 
CURRENT WITH FUEL CELLS, 

WHICH INCREASES THE AUTONOMY 
OF THE BOAT BY SIX DAYS. THE 
TECHNOLOGY WAS DEVELOPED 

BY THE SWISS COMPANY 
SWISSHYDROGEN:  

www.raceforwater.com).

FIGURE 2:

WORLD’S FIRST FUEL CELL POWERED 
TRUCK IN THE 34 TONNE CATEGORY 

TRUCK BY A SWISS CONSORTIUM 
(COOP, ESORO, SWISSHYDROGEN, 

H2ENERGY) WITH A RANGE OF 400 KM.

FIGURE 3:

FIRST FULLY INTEGRATED AND 
PUBLIC H2-REFUELING STATION IN 

SWITZERLAND THAT SERVES COOP’S 
HYDROGEN-POWERED TRUCK 

(350BAR) AND >10 HYUNDAI IX35 FUEL 
CELL CARS (700BAR). RENEWABLE 

HYDROGEN IS PRODUCED BY 
H2ENERGY BY ELECTROLYSIS AT 
THE HYDRAULIC POWER STATION 
OF THE LOCAL ENERGY SUPPLIER 
IBAARAU IN AARAU. HYDROGEN IS 

STORED AND TRANSPORTED AT 
200BAR IN A HYDROGEN TRAILER, 

WHICH IS USED FOR THE TRANSFER 
TO THE NEARBY H2 STATION BY 

COOP.

http://www.energystrategy2050.ch/
http://www.energystrategy2050.ch/
http://www.sccer-hae.ch/
http://www.sccer-mobility.ch/
http://www.bfe.admin.ch/research/hydrogen
http://www.bfe.admin.ch/research/hydrogen
mailto:stefan.oberholzer@bfe.admin.ch
http://www.raceforwater.com/
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MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK

RELEVANT (NON-HYDROGEN) ENERGY R,D&D PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

The UK uses nearly 300TWh a year in natural gas for domestic heating. In order to decarbonise this sector, 
a viable strategy to transition to low carbon heating solutions will be necessary.

One option could be to heat buildings using Heat Pumps, Solar Thermal and Biomass boilers. One 
government funded report (Reference A) highlights that up to 85% of the UK’s heat demand could be met 
with measures such as these, or up to 60% through the use of a Heat Network.

HYDROGEN R,D&D PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

CONTExT

Hydrogen presents an option to reduce carbon emissions in the three major energy sectors in the UK; 
Electricity, Transport and Heat. 

SPECIFICS

Hydrogen Appliances Study

Objectives: 
• One proposal for the decarbonisation of heat in the UK is to replace natural gas with hydrogen. To do this, it 

would be necessary to develop appliances, such as boilers, hobs, ovens and industrial burners that can use 
100% hydrogen instead of natural gas or methane.

• The aim of this study was to investigate the technical challenges and costs associated with developing such 
appliances and to discuss how these barriers might be addressed.

Funding:
• This project’s contract was awarded through a competitive tender and publicly funded through the 

Department’s research budget.

The study covers:
• Safety issues, training and standards (both product and installation standards)
• Costs and timetables for the development of different hydrogen appliances for small numbers of prototype 

appliances (around 1,000)
• Costs and timetables for the development of appliances for large scale roll-out (around 100,000 per year).

The report is now published and can be found in Reference C.

Hydrogen and Fuel Cells: Opportunities for Growth – A Roadmap for the UK

This new roadmap provides an industrial strategy for hydrogen and fuel cells to play a greater role in the 
UK’s energy mix. In developing the roadmap, E4tech and Element Energy conducted detailed analysis and a 
series of workshops and bilateral discussions with stakeholders. This allowed us to produce ‘mini-roadmaps’ 
addressing 11 sectors in detail and to bring together the most important aspects into an overarching 
document with four themes. See Reference F.     

UPDATE
mr. yehuda lethbridge Of buSineSS energy & induStrial Strategy (beiS) and dr. paul dOddS Of uniVerSity 
cOllege lOndOn, repreSentatiVeS fOr the united kingdOm (uk)
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MARKET/COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS

FUEL CELL VEHICLES
TABLE 1:

TRANSPORT SECTOR BUSES FCEVS PASSENGER

On Road 18 54

Planned 50

INFRASTRUCTURE 

There are currently 12 Hydrogen Refuelling Stations (HRS) in the UK open to the public, 
with ongoing support to encourage further deployment of HRS throughout the UK in the 
future.

OTHER APPLICATIONS 

The Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Research Hub (H2FC SUPERGEN) consists of a 
multidisciplinary team of academics. The core research areas are Policy, Research 
synthesis, Hydrogen and Fuel Cell systems, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Safety, Education 
and Training, Hydrogen storage, Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells, Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 
and Electrolysers. The Hub brings together top academics and key experts in industry 
ensuring that Hydrogen and Fuel Cell research can effectively scale up to support wealth 
and job creation. Research highlights include:

• Invention of infiltrated nanocatalysts for energy and environmental applications 
• Invention of a new safety technology of explosion-free tanks & developing international 

safety standards
• Development of a new catalyst for oxygen reduction
• A new method of testing electrocatalysts for PEFCs
• Development of new techniques to analyse PEFCs
• Development of materials for lower cost & lower CO2 hydrogen production
• 3 White Papers were launched during Hydrogen Week to examine hydrogen systems, 

energy security implications and economic opportunities (Reference E)

REFERENCES
1] https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-national-comprehensive-

assessment-of-the-potential-for-combined-heat-and-power-and-district-heating-
and-cooling-in-the-uk 

2] https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-business-energy-
and-industrial-strategy 

3] https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hydrogen-appliances-desk-study-
on-the-development-of-the-supply-chain-for-100-hydrogen-fired-domestic-and-
commercial-appliances 

4] Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Research Hub: www.h2fcsupergen.com 
5] http://www.h2fcsupergen.com/our-work/whitepapers/
6] http://www.e4tech.com/reports/hydrogen-and-fuel-cells-opportunities-for-growth-a-

roadmap-for-the-uk/ 

CONTACT INFORMATION
Yehuda Lethbridge, BEIS yehuda.lethbridge@beis.gov.uk
Dr. Paul Dodds, UCL p.dodds@ucl.ac.uk 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-national-comprehensive-assessment-of-the-potential-for-combined-heat-and-power-and-district-heating-and-cooling-in-the-uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-national-comprehensive-assessment-of-the-potential-for-combined-heat-and-power-and-district-heating-and-cooling-in-the-uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-national-comprehensive-assessment-of-the-potential-for-combined-heat-and-power-and-district-heating-and-cooling-in-the-uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-business-energy-and-industrial-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-business-energy-and-industrial-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hydrogen-appliances-desk-study-on-the-development-of-the-supply-chain-for-100-hydrogen-fired-domestic-and-commercial-appliances
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hydrogen-appliances-desk-study-on-the-development-of-the-supply-chain-for-100-hydrogen-fired-domestic-and-commercial-appliances
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hydrogen-appliances-desk-study-on-the-development-of-the-supply-chain-for-100-hydrogen-fired-domestic-and-commercial-appliances
http://www.h2fcsupergen.com/
http://www.h2fcsupergen.com/our-work/whitepapers/
http://www.e4tech.com/reports/hydrogen-and-fuel-cells-opportunities-for-growth-a-roadmap-for-the-uk/
http://www.e4tech.com/reports/hydrogen-and-fuel-cells-opportunities-for-growth-a-roadmap-for-the-uk/
mailto:yehuda.lethbridge@beis.gov.uk
mailto:p.dodds@ucl.ac.uk


INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program, headed by the Office of Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy’s Fuel Cell Technologies Office (FCTO), leads efforts to enable the 
widespread adoption of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies across several application areas. In order to 
strengthen our nation’s energy security and improve our stewardship of the environment, the Program 
engages in research and development (R&D) of critical improvements in the technologies, as well as 
activities to overcome technology deployment obstacles [1]. 

The Program addresses the full range of barriers facing the development and deployment of hydrogen and 
fuel cell technologies by integrating basic and applied research with other supporting activities. The following 
discussion of progress in hydrogen and fuel cells is based on the 2016 Annual Report of The Hydrogen 
and Fuel Cell Technical Advisory Committee (HTAC)[2].  Further details and information can be found in 
the HTAC report.  Progress in 2016 has moved hydrogen and fuel cells toward greater realization of their 
potential to provide reliable and efficient power, to serve as an energy storage medium, and create U.S. 
jobs in manufacturing industries. There were growing shipments in commercial markets, including motive, 
stationary and portable applications, and new technical milestones. As well, cost reductions were reached 
through ongoing R&D conducted by national laboratories, industry and academia.

UPDATE ON MEMBER’S ENERGY FRAMEWORK 

UPDATE ON RELEVANT POLICIES

Noteworthy events in 2016 in the United States included a June 23 Congressional Fuel Cell and Hydrogen 
Policy Briefing on Capitol Hill and celebration of the second National Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Day on October 
8. At a November 17 Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Forum in Hartford, CT, the Co-Chair of the bipartisan House 
Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Caucus highlighted the important economic and environmental benefits offered by 
hydrogen and fuel cell technologies.

Progress in 2016 has been important, as the year 2020 approaches – a milestone year highlighted in Title 
VIII of the U.S. Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPACT).  Considerable movement has been made toward EPACT 
goals since 2005. FCEVs by three manufacturers have now been fully safety certified and offered for sale, 
and more are expected in the 2018–2020 timeframe. In the U.S. this progress has been largely driven 
by state-level zero emission vehicle (ZEV) programs, but more momentum is needed to achieve the 2020 
EPACT goals.  Relevant policy changes from the U.S. adding to the challenge include two federal tax credits 
that expired at the end of 2016: (1) the 30 percent Investment Tax Credit (ITC) for stationary fuel cell systems 
and forklifts; and (2) the Fuel Cell Motor Vehicle Tax Credit of up to $8,000. Expiration of these incentives 
is expected to slow adoption.  Positive news on a state level includes new policies that support stationary 
fuel cells, such as tax incentives, feed-in tariffs and sustainable energy goals that were implemented in five 
states (Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, New York, and Rhode Island).

UNITED STATES
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UPDATE
dr. eric miller Of the u.S. department Of energy, repreSentatiVe fOr the united StateS
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UPDATE OVERVIEW ON RELEVANT PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS 

Funding

FIGURE 1.  RECENT DOE FUNDING FOR HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELLS R&D[3].

Highlights of Progress
• Introduction of a third commercial fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV), the Honda Clarity Fuel 

Cell, to California customers in December 2016. Toyota and Hyundai have sold or leased 
more than 1,000 FCEVs in the U.S. and nearly 3,000 worldwide through late 2016;   

• The addition of 18 public hydrogen stations in California, with a total of 25 retail hydrogen 
stations operating in the state at the end of the year;   

• An announcement by Toyota and Air Liquide of the locations of the first four northeast 
public hydrogen stations, to be sited in Connecticut, New York, and Massachusetts. 
These are the first in an initial 12-station refueling network that will span 300 miles across 
five states to support the introduction of FCEVs; 

• Ten percent growth in natural gas fuel cell power generation installations, dominated by 
U.S. companies and technology;

• More than 4 million passengers on fuel cell buses;
• More than 11,000 fuel cell forklifts in operation; 
• More than 1,100 FCEVs sold or leased in the U.S.;
• More than 1.5 million hydrogen refuelings;

The finding that 10-kW solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) systems in volume production 
(50,000 units annually) would meet the DOE 2020 equipment cost target.     
Fuel cell technology was originally developed in the U.S. Despite aggressive, well-
funded competition from Europe and Asia, U.S. products and technology still hold a 
strong position. Fully commercializing fuel cell technologies will mean significant high-
wage job growth and economic gains for American companies. Figure 2 highlights the 
impact of DOE’s fuel cell and hydrogen R&D activities and U.S. job potential.
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FIGURE 2. FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGIES OFFICE (FCTO) PROGRAM IMPACT: H2 AND FUEL CELLS [4].

HYDROGEN R&D SPECIFICS

PROGRAMS, PROJECTS, INITIATIVES IN BRIEF 

Status and accomplishments

Significant progress in DOE-funded research in 2016 includes the following:
• Progress on the DOE “Hydrogen at Scale” (H2@Scale) concept introduced in 2015. H2@

Scale addresses the potential of hydrogen production to enable resiliency of the power 
generation and transmission sectors, while simultaneously serving multiple domestic 
industries and reducing U.S. emissions. Preliminary analysis performed by the national 
laboratories on the H2@Scale concept indicated that wide-scale use of electrolytic 
hydrogen could reduce U.S. petroleum consumption by about 1.2 billion barrels per 
year. An in-depth analysis is now underway to project future price points of electrolytic 
hydrogen, and thereby more accurately estimate future demand and value proposition;

• Development of the Hydrogen Station Equipment Performance (HyStEP) testing device 
to validate operation of new hydrogen stations. The open-source designs, developed by 
Sandia National Laboratories and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, can be 
used to accelerate hydrogen fueling station deployment; 

• Demonstration by researchers at UCLA and Caltech that altering nanoscale wires from a 
smooth surface to a jagged could dramatically reduce the amount of precious metal used 
as fuel cell catalysts;  

• Research at Sandia National Laboratories that led to a patented polyphenyline membrane 
for PEM fuel cells that operates over a wide temperature range and lasts three times 
longer than comparable commercial products;  

• Research at Stanford University that developed solar cells that, after electrolysis, capture 
and store 30 percent of the energy from sunlight into stored hydrogen.  
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FIGURE 3. H2@SCALE – HYDROGEN ENABLES DIVERSE FEEDSTOCKS AND APPLICATIONS [5].

Status of market introduction of hydrogen and fuel cells

Table 1 presents the current cost and durability status and targets for various fuel cell 
market sectors.

Table 1.  Cost and Durability Status and Targets for Various Fuel Cell Market Sectors

a Unless otherwise noted, all data is from the U.S. DOE, Fuel Cell technologies Office, Multi-Year Research, Development 

and Demonstration Plan, 2016 Fuel Cells section, https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/10/f33/fcto_myrdd_fuel_cells.pdf.
b DOE Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technologies Program Record 16019, “On-Road Fuel Cell Stack Durability – 2016,“ https://

www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/16019_fuel_cell_stack_durability_2016.pdf

TABLE1:

FUEL CELL TYPE COST & DURABILITY STATUS COST AND DURABILITY TARGET

Backup Power 
(direct hydrogen, 1-10 kW)

$6,100/kilowatt (kW)
8,000 hours (h)

$1,000/kW
10,000 h

Medium Scale CHP 
(natural gas, 100 kW – 3 MW)

$1,200 - 4,500/kW
40,000-80,000 h

$1,000/kW
80,000 h

APUs (diesel, 1-10 kW, system) $2,100/kW
3,000 h

$1,000/kW
20,000 h

Buses $800,000
+20,000 h

$600,000
25,000 h

Automotive 
(direct hydrogen, 80 kW, system)

~$53/kW
4,100 h (on road)b

$30/kW
($40/kW by 2020)

8,000 h

Portable Power (100 – 200 watts) $15/watt
2,000 h

$5/kW
5,000 h

https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/10/f33/fcto_myrdd_fuel_cells.pdf
https://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/16019_fuel_cell_stack_durability_2016.pdf
https://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/16019_fuel_cell_stack_durability_2016.pdf
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ENDNOTES
1] U.S. Department of Energy, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program,  

http://www.hydrogen.energy.gov
2] The Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technical Advisory Committee. Annual Reports,  

https://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/htac_reports.html 
3] Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Fuel Cell Technologies Office,  

https://energy.gov/eere/fuelcells/fuel-cell-technologies-office  
4] Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Fuel Cell Technologies Office, 

https://energy.gov/eere/fuelcells/fuel-cell-technologies-office 
5] Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Fuel Cell Technologies Office,  

https://energy.gov/eere/fuelcells/fuel-cell-technologies-office 

REFERENCES

MEMBER WEBSITE
1] DOE Fuel Cell Technologies Office website: https://energy.gov/eere/fuelcells/fuel-cell-

technologies-office 

CONTACT INFORMATION
Eric L. Miller Eric.Miller@ee.doe.gov 202-287-5829

http://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/
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